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Housing and Community Development Block Grant Program provides financing to for-profit
and not-for-profit organizations for a wide range of activities. The primary objective of the
CDBG program is the development of viable urban communities through the provision of
decent housing, a suitable living environment and expanded economic opportunities
principally for persons of low- and moderate- income, defined as a person residing in a
household with income at or below 80% of area median income adjusted for household size
(LMI).
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CITY OF MESA
HOUSING and COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
MISSION STATEMENT

Housing and Community Development’s mission is:
“Exceptional customer service to Mesa residents, neighborhoods and agencies
by providing resources to improve the quality of life for the community”.
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PREFACE
Thank you for your interest in providing affordable housing and other services in the City of Mesa.
Each year, the City receives an allocation of Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds
from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). The City’s Housing and
Community Development Division (HCD) administers this allocation to expand the supply of
quality and affordable housing and to help stabilize Mesa neighborhoods.
Please note that some HCD projects may utilize Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP) funds.

The Program Policy Manual establishes the framework guiding the operation of the City of Mesa
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Program. It provides an approach for making
decisions, ensuring the program is operated in a fair and consistent manner, as well as providing
all program participants with an understanding of how the City manages its CDBG Program.
Information included in this document is derived from three main sources:
➢ Federal requirements that impact local policies and procedure;
➢ Growth, demographic shifts, and changes in need that necessitate
adjustments in the local program; and
➢ Historical knowledge gained from managing the program in the City.

Consolidated Plan

This Program Policy Manual complements the City’s Consolidated Plan.

The plan describes the structure and process for administration of the City’s federal funding
Programs.

The Consolidated Plan also identifies needs within the City; objectives to address those needs; and
the basis for allocating funds between program activities developed to meet those objectives.

The current Consolidated Plan identifies community development needs and program objectives to
address those needs. It includes a funding allocation formula by program category, as well as
specific criteria for the selection of projects within each funding category. The plan includes the
process that is used to select projects.
The Consolidated Plan is developed with citizen input, as outlined in the Citizen
Participation Plan (CPP).

The City Council adopts the plan by formal action. The Consolidated Plan is submitted to the
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and is the basis for the County’s
expenditure of several HUD funded programs, including the CDBG program.

This Policy Manual covers the Consolidated Plan cycle 2015 – 2019. The Consolidated Plan will be
Last Updated: October 3, 2019
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developed and approved by the spring of the year preceding the beginning of each five-year
planning cycle, and the allocation formula, objectives, and program policies included in the Plan are
in effect for five years. Project intake will occur annually.

Program Snapshot CDBG Program Basics

Program Primary
Objective

National Objective

The primary objective of the CDBG program is the development of viable urban
communities through the provision of decent housing, a suitable living
environment and expanded economic opportunities principally for persons of lowand moderate- income, defined as a person residing in a household with income at
or below 80% of area median income adjusted for household size (LMI).

To achieve these objectives, the CDBG program includes a wide variety of eligible
activities that may be implemented provided that a given activity meets one (1) of
three (3) National Objectives, including:

• Benefit low- and moderate-income persons;

• Preventing and eliminating slum or blight; and

• Meeting an urgent need.

Program
Regulations

To ensure that CDBG primarily benefits LMI people, HUD requires that at least 70%
of CDBG funds spent on activities other than program administration benefit LMI.
This requirement may be met during a one (1), two (2), or three (3) year
certification period that is specified in the Annual Action Plan certifications.

The CDBG program regulations found at 24 CFR Part 570 govern the City’s use of
program funds. The regulations are divided into several subparts, including the
following subparts that are applicable to the City and its subrecipients:

• Subpart A – General Provisions

• Subpart C – Eligible Activities

• Subpart D – Entitlement Grants

• Subpart J – Grant Administration

• Subpart K – Other Program Requirements

• Subpart L – Loan Guarantees (Section 108 Loan Guarantee Program)

Target Geography
Program Year

• Subpart O – Performance Reviews
Citywide Program

July 1 thru June 30

Last Updated: October 3, 2019
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Regulatory Compliance
Because the CDBG Program is a City of Mesa program utilizing Federal funds, a number of
regulations and requirements apply. The following is a list of the key compliance areas you
should understand before applying for funding. If your project is selected for funding, the HCD
Team assigned to your project will provide you with detailed technical documents and will work
with you to meet these requirements.
The City’s Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) staff is responsible for
the administration of multiple fiscal years of CDBG funding at any given point in the program
year. The program year is consistent with the City’s fiscal year (July 1-June 30). While this
procedural manual covers the administration of a single program year of CDBG funds from start
to completion, it is important to keep in mind that in a given month, HCD staff will be
responsible for tasks associated with two (2) or more program years of CDBG funds.

CHAPTER 1 – WELCOME
The City of Mesa Housing and Community Development (HCD) provides this manual as a resource
for implementing its Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program projects and for other
interested parties who are contemplating applying for funding assistance under the City of Mesa
Housing and Community Development CDBG Program.
Updates

Users of this manual are encouraged to check for monthly updates at the HCD’s website.
http://mesaaz.gov/residents/housing‐ community‐ development. Information may change
for a variety of reasons, including changes in federal regulations, City requirements, and in the
interpretation or clarification of a federal regulation.
Purpose of This Manual

A. Purpose of this Manual:
This manual contains the basic program guidelines for HCD’s CDBG Program. The purpose of this
manual is to introduce you to the program, insure you understand the requirements of the
program, and instruct you on how to apply for funding.
The primary purpose of this manual is two‐fold:

➢ To serve as the City of Mesa Housing & Community Development administrative policy
and procedure (P&P) manual for its CDBG program specifically, and HOME & NSP where
“safe‐harbor” and cross‐cutting requirements apply; and
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➢ To serve as a quick (abridged) reference for CDBG guidance and operational protocol and
program changes.

This manual is not meant to be a substitute for CDBG regulations, but as a supplement to them. It
is not exhaustive regarding all considerations affecting the use of CDBG funds. HCD reserves the
right to add, remove or change policies, procedures or forms in this manual. Notwithstanding any
information contained herein, where a conflict of language or omission of requirements occurs, the
requirements of the Federal Notice and HUD Guidance on the CDBG Program, as may be amended
from time to time, shall prevail.
Lastly, this manual lays the foundation to address housing concerns and disparities put forth in
Consolidated Planning comments. Note that for the 2018‐2019 program years, program activities
and guidelines will be added and/or modified as we start the process of the Housing and
Community Development (HCD) taking lead in planning community development activities with
the goal of eliminating the City’s Impediments to Fair Housing Choice.

CHAPTER 2 - HISTORY AND GOALS OF THE PROGRAM
Program Overview
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) office of Community Planning and
Development (CPD) awards Community Development Block Grants (CDBG) to units of local
government for the implementation of a wide variety of housing, community and economic
development activities.
The Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program was enacted in 1974 under the Housing
and Community Development Act to consolidate several other programs that addressed other
housing, community and economic development needs. The Catalogue of Federal Domestic
Assistance Number for CDBG entitlement programs is 14.218.
Entitlement Jurisdiction

The City of Mesa is an eligible entitlement jurisdiction that receives a direct allocation of CDBG funds
because the City’s population is more than 50,000. To receive this direct allocation, the City must
submit a Consolidated Plan on a 3 or 5-year basis and must submit Annual Action Plans describing
the activities to be implemented with CDBG.
CDBG Primary Objective

The primary objective of the CDBG program is the development of viable urban communities
through the provision of decent housing, a suitable living environment and expanded economic
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opportunities principally for persons of low- and moderate- income, defined as a person residing
in a household with income at or below 80% of area median income adjusted for household size
(LMI).
The primary objective of the CDBG Program is to develop
viable communities by providing the following, principally
to persons of low and moderate income:
o Decent housing;
o A suitable living environment; and
o Expanded economic opportunities.
Area Median Income (AMI) for CDBG and 120% AMI for NSP, as delineated by HUD each year.
The current income limits for the City of Mesa are as follows:
Household Size
(persons)

100% AMI (Approximate)

CDBG 80% HUD
AMI Income Limit

NSP 120% AMI
Income Limit

1

$40,850

$61,250

3

$52,500

$78,750

2
4

$72,900

5
6

https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/3680/nsp-income-limits/

$46,650

$58,300

$63,000
$67,650

last updated:

$70,000

$87,500

$94,500

$101,500

June 2019

https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/il/il2019/2019summary.odn

National Objective
To achieve these primary objectives, the CDBG program includes a wide variety of eligible activities
that may be implemented if a given activity meets one (1) of three (3) National Objectives, including:

All activities must meet one of the following national objectives for the program:
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Benefit Low & Moderate - Income Persons
Preventing & Eliminating Slum or Blight
Meeting an Urgent Need
As part of each of the three (3) broad National Objectives, there are subcategories that more
specifically delineate how a National Objective will be met. Due to regulatory limitations, there are
certain National Objective subcategories that are compatible with each eligible activity. A
comprehensive table of eligible activities and permissible National Objective subcategories is
included as part of the Eligibility Review form (see Forms and Documents section of this manual).
This section describes some of the key aspects of meeting National Objectives.
Benefiting Low- and Moderate-Income Persons

There are four ways an activity can meet the LMI National Objective:

Low/Mod Limited

Low/Mod Housing

Clientele (LMC)

(LMH)

Example:
Public Service
Beneficiaries

Example:
Housing Rehabilitation
services

HUD ensures that CDBG primarily benefits LMI people by requiring that at least 70% of CDBG
funds spent on activities other than program administration benefit LMI. This requirement may be
met during a one, two, or three-year certification period that is specified in the Annual Action Plan
certifications. The City reports overall LMI benefit to HUD in the Consolidated Annual Performance
and Evaluation Report (CAPER) as part of the PR26 report generated by the Integrated
Disbursement and Information System (IDIS).
Last Updated: October 3, 2019
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Low/Mod Area
Benefit (LMA)
Example:
Neighborhood Park
Improvements
Low- and Moderate-Income Limited Clientele (LMC)
An LMC activity provides benefits to a specific group of persons who directly use the CDBGfunded service or facility, rather than to everyone in a particular geographic area. To meet the
LMC National Objective, at least 51% of the beneficiaries of each activity must be members of
low- and moderate-income households. Most public service activities use one of the LMC
subcategories. To qualify under any of the LMC
subcategories, a limited clientele activity must
meet one (1) of the following criteria:

§570.208(a)(2)(i)(A), activities that are exclusively presumed low income must exclusively benefit
any or a combination of the following groups: Abused Children, Elderly Persons, Battered Spouses,
Homeless Persons, Severely Disabled Persons, Illiterate Adults, Persons Living with AIDS, and
Last Updated: October 3, 2019
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Migrant Farm Workers.

RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED
The City, and its subrecipients, must collect and retain documentation
showing that the activity is designed to be used exclusively by one of these
presumed low-income groups, and the clientele meet the definition of one of
those groups (i.e. a subrecipient administering a CDBG-funded Senior
Services program should retain a copy of a photo I.D. or birth certificate
showing each beneficiary is at least 62 years of age).

If the beneficiaries of a particular activity do not fall into one of the presumed low-income groups,
then information on family size and income must be collected in accordance with
§570.208(a)(2)(i)(B) or (C) to document that at least 51% of the beneficiaries are persons whose
household income does not exceed the income limits adjusted for household size. HUD publishes
annual income limits adjusted for household size for each region annually. Such information must
be collected even if an activity is limited exclusively to LMI people.
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED
The City, and its subrecipients, must collect and retain documentation
showing the size and annual income of the household of each person receiving
the benefit. The income of each household member must be considered, not
just the person receiving the benefit. Examples of income documentation
include paystubs, tax returns, Social Security letters, etc.

In limited circumstances, an activity may be of such nature and in such location that it can be
reasonably concluded that the activity’s clientele will primarily be low- and moderate-income
people, as indicated at §570.208(a)(2)(i)(D). An example would be a day care center that
exclusively serves residents of a public housing complex. The City should carefully examine
such activities and received HUD’s written approval before attempting to meet the LMC
National Objective in this manner.
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED
The City, and its subrecipients, must collect and retain documentation
describing how the nature and the location of the activity establishes that it will
be used predominantly by Low/Mod Income Persons.

The removal of architectural barriers meets the LMC National Objective at
§570.208(a)(2)(ii), similar to the presumed low-income subcategory. Activities that remove
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material or architectural barriers to the mobility or accessibility of elderly persons or of
adults meeting the Bureau of the Census’ Current Population Reports definition of “severely
disabled,” can qualify under LMC so long as the activity does not qualify under LMA, LMH, and
LMJ National Objectives (described below).
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED

The City, and its subrecipients, must collect and retain documentation showing
that barriers to mobility or accessibility have been removed and how the barrier
removal was restricted to the extent feasible to one of the particular cases
authorized under this subcategory.

CDBG Administration Process

Notice of
Training and
Funding
Availability

Application
Submittal

Eligibility
Review Process

HCDAB
Scoring

Fundirndg-

Action Plan

Annual Action

Environmental

Activity Setup

Plan Approval
by City Council

Review

Training and
Technical
Assistance to
Subrecipients

Performance
Reports

Recommendations
to CCDC

Debarment and
Suspension
Verification

Requests for

Preparation of
CDBG
Agreements

IDIS Drawdowns

Subrecipient

Grant Close

Reimbursements
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The City’s Housing and Community Development (HCD) staff is responsible for the
administration of multiple fiscal years of CDBG funding at any given point in the program
year. The program year is consistent with the City’s fiscal year (July 1-June 30). While this
procedural manual covers the administration of a single program year of CDBG funds from
start to completion, it is important to keep in mind that in a given month, HCD staff will be
responsible for tasks associated with two (2) or more program years of CDBG funds. The
overlapping responsibilities during a given program year are evident through examination
of the CDBG-HOME-ESG agreements.
HCD’s mission is: Exceptional customer service to Mesa residents, neighborhoods and
agencies by providing resources to improve the quality of life for the community.
City of Mesa Statement of CDBG Policies

The following policy statements are included throughout this CDBG Procedural Manual to
clearly communicate the responsibilities of HCD staff in the administration of the CDBG
program.
Policy

Policy

Policy

Policy

Policy

HCD staff shall document its review of the eligibility of all activities proposed
for CDBG funding prior to the inclusion of an activity in any funding
recommendation or Action Plan. Such review shall be prepared and approved
by separate HCD staff members as delineated herein.
HCD staff shall document its review of each activity for compliance with the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements prior to contracting,
funding or disbursing funds. Such review shall be prepared by the Community
Revitalization Specialist or other qualified staff and approved by the Housing
and Community Development Administrator.
HCD staff shall prepare written agreements for each CDBG-funded activity to
disseminate all applicable federal, state and local requirements to
subrecipients and City Departments implementing CDBG-funded activities.
HCD staff shall verify that participating contractors, subcontractors,
consultants and subrecipients are not suspended, debarred or otherwise
prohibited from conducting business with any Federal Agency by checking the
System for Award Management (SAM) database.
HCD staff shall setup activities in IDIS and fund activities in IDIS to facilitate
grant reporting and drawdown throughout the program year.
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Policy

HCD staff shall provide training and technical assistance to subrecipients and
City Departments to foster program-wide compliance with the CDBG
regulations and to facilitate practical understanding of the terms and
conditions of written agreements.

Policy

HCD staff shall collect performance reports for all activities that are “open” in
IDIS not less than quarterly. Performance reports shall be evaluated to
determine the sufficiency of program performance and to facilitate the entry of
accomplishment data into IDIS.

Policy

HCD staff shall review requests for reimbursement for compliance with the
CDBG regulations and the terms and conditions of the written agreement
between the City and subrecipient or City Department. Only those requests that
are fully documented and compliant shall be paid.

Policy

HCD staff shall draw down funds from the U.S. Treasury to reimburse the City
for its expenditure of funds for CDBG activities. Drawdowns shall be conducted
not less than quarterly, within 90 days of the end of each quarter, and may be
conducted more frequently to meet business needs.

Policy

HCD staff shall conduct a risk assessment of all open CDBG activities and shall
conduct on-site monitoring reviews of all activities implemented by
subrecipients or City Departments that meet the threshold criteria identified
in the annual risk assessment.

Policy

HCD staff shall establish tracking and data collection systems to support the
preparation and submittal of a variety of compliance reports to HUD
throughout each program year as required by the CDBG regulations and other
federal requirements.

Policy

HCD staff shall implement grant closeout procedures as part of IDIS activity
completion and the preparation of the CAPER in order to verify records
demonstrating that each CDBG activity has complied with 24 CFR Part 570 and
to verify that all City of Mesa CDBG procedures have been followed in the
implementation of each activity.

GENERAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
This section includes a brief summary with information on each of the basic eligible
activities noted above using information from the CDBG Regulations and HUD’s Basically
CDBG published September 2017 and available online at hudexchange. For more detailed
information, staff should refer to the CDBG Regulations and Basically CDBG.
Last Updated: October 3, 2019
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Eligible Activities
The CDBG regulations permit a wide variety of community, housing and economic
development activities. Some of the basic eligible CDBG activities include:

Housing

Public Facilities

Economic
Development

Public Services
(15% limit)

Planning
and
Administration
(20% limit)

Last Updated: October 3, 2019

•Rehabilitation of low-income housing
•Homeownership assistance
•Acquisition, disposition, clearance, demolition, historic preservation
•Code Enforcement

•Acquisition
•Construction / Reconstruction, Rehabilitation
•Installation
•Acquisition, disposition, clearance, demolition, historic preservation

•Microenterprise Assistance
•Commercial Rehabilitation
•Special Economic Development Activities to create or retain jobs

•Job Training / Employment Services, Child Care
•Healthcare and substance abuse services
•Graffiti Removal
•Crime Prevention
•Fair Housing Counseling

•Development of the Consolidated Plan, Action Plan and CAPER
•General management, oversight and coordination
•Fair Housing activities
•Policy, planning, management and capacity building activities
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This section includes a brief summary with information on each of the basic eligible activities
noted above using information from the CDBG Regulations and HUD’s Basically CDBG
published July 2012 and available online at www.onecpd.info. For more detailed
information, staff should refer to the CDBG Regulations and Basically CDBG.
Housing Activities

CDBG funds may be used for the rehabilitation of owner or renter housing that is occupied
by LMI households. For rental properties, at least 51% of the units on the property must be
rented to LMI households. Eligible costs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Labor and materials,
Replacement of principal fixtures and components of existing structures;
Water and sewer connections;
Installation of security devices, including smoke detectors; and
Initial homeowner warranty premium;
Hazard insurance premium (except when a grant is provided);
Flood insurance premium;
Conservation costs for water and energy efficiency;
Landscaping, sidewalks, garages, and driveways when accompanied with other
rehabilitation needed on the property; and
Evaluating and treating lead-based paint.

Homeownership

Funds under this program may be used for the rehabilitation and/or new construction of
homeownership units that must be sold to households earning incomes at or below 80% of
AMI. Homeownership assistance using CDBG funds may be provided to an LMI household to
purchase an existing or newly constructed home. Eligible costs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 50% of required down payment;
Reasonable closing costs;
Principal write-down assistance;
Interest rate subsidy (buy down);
Acquisition financing; and
Acquisition of guarantees for mortgage financing from private lenders (i.e., assist
homebuyers with private mortgage insurance).

New Construction

New construction of housing is generally ineligible; however, the City may assist the new
construction of housing by providing ancillary support for the development, including:
•
•
•

Acquisition by public or nonprofit entities;
Site clearance and assemblage; and
Site improvements (if in public ownership).

Last Updated: October 3, 2019
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Public Facilities and Improvements
The acquisition, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation or installation of public
facilities and improvements are eligible pursuant to §570.201(c) and may be carried out by
the City, a subrecipient or other nonprofit. The facilities may only be owned by the City, a
subrecipient or other nonprofit. Eligible public facilities and improvements include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Senior centers;
Handicapped centers;
Homeless facilities;
Youth centers;
Neighborhood facilities;
Parks and recreational facilities;
Parking facilities;
Solid waste disposal improvements;
Flood drainage improvements;
Water/sewer improvements;
Street improvements;
Sidewalks, curbs and gutters;
Childcare centers;
Tree planting;
Fire station / equipment;
Health facilities;
Abused/neglected children facilities;
Asbestos removal; and
Facilities for AIDS patients.

Costs associated with energy efficiency improvements, handicapped accessibility
improvements (including improvements to buildings used for the general conduct of
government), and architectural design features and other treatments aimed at improving
the aesthetic quality of the facility such as sculptures or fountains are eligible.
Economic Development

Pursuant to the CDBG Regulations at §570.203, CDBG funds may be used for activities
related to economic development, such as those discussed below.
Special Economic Development

CDBG funds may be used to undertake certain special economic development activities
such as:
•

Acquiring, constructing, reconstructing, rehabilitating, or installing commercial or
industrial buildings, structures, and other real property equipment and
improvements, including railroad spurs or similar extensions. These are economic
development projects undertaken by the City or by nonprofits;
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•
•

Assisting a private, for-profit business, including grants, loans, loan guarantees, and
technical assistance; and
Providing economic development services in connection with otherwise eligible
CDBG economic development activities.

Community-Based Development Organizations

Economic development may also be undertaken by Community Based Development
Organizations (CBDOs) to assist in neighborhood revitalization or community economic
development. To be eligible, the CBDO must be carrying out neighborhood revitalization,
community economic development or energy conversation projects. The following
restrictions apply when a CBDO undertakes an activity:
•
•

CBDOs may not carry out otherwise ineligible activities (i.e., general government
buildings or expenses, or political activities); and
CBDOs cannot carry out special economic development activities that do not meet
the City’s underwriting guidelines for such projects and HUD’s mandatory public
benefit standards.

CBDOs are authorized to carry out public services that exceed the 15% public services cap
when the services are specifically designed to increase economic opportunities through job
training/placement and other employment support services. CBDOs may also provide
public services of any type outside of the public services cap if the services are undertaken
as part of a HUD-approved Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area (NRSA). CBDOs may
not carry out program administration or planning activities that would result in the City
exceeding the 20% limit on such expenditures.
Technical Assistance

The City or a subrecipient may provide technical assistance to businesses. This activity
involves providing technical assistance and training on topics such as business planning or
accounting. This activity may be undertaken under several different eligibility categories,
assuming that the activity will meet a national objective:
•
•
•
•

As a part of a special economic development project;
To the owner of a microenterprise;
As a public service; and
By a CBDO as a part of an eligible project.

Microenterprise Development

Microenterprise development activities are designed to foster the development, support,
and expansion of microenterprise businesses. A microenterprise is defined as a commercial
enterprise that has five or fewer employees, one or more of whom owns the enterprise. A
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“person developing a microenterprise” refers to a person who has expressed an interest
and who is, or after an initial screening process is expected to be, actively working toward
developing a business that will be a microenterprise at the time it is formed. Eligible
microenterprise activities include the provision of:
•
•
•
•

Grants, loans, loan guarantees and other forms of financial support, for the
establishment, stabilization, and expansion of microenterprises;
Technical assistance, advice, and business services to owners of microenterprises
and persons developing microenterprises;
General support to owners of microenterprises and persons developing
microenterprises including childcare, transportation, counseling and peer support
groups; and
Training and technical assistance or other support services to increase capacity of
the City or subrecipients to carry out microenterprise activities.

Commercial Rehabilitation

These activities bring commercial structures up to code or improve their facades. If the
structure is owned by a private, for-profit entity, the following limitations apply:
•
•

Rehabilitation is limited to the exterior of the building and the correction of code
violations; and
Any other improvements are carried out under the special economic development
activities category discussed above.

Public Facilities and Improvements

These are public works that support economic development endeavors. Public works
facilities and improvements include infrastructure projects such as off-site water, sewer,
roads, drainage, railroad spurs and other types of public facilities or improvements.
Job training

Job training involves providing skill building classes to employees or potential employees
and can be an important part of an economic program. This activity can be undertaken:
• As a part of a special economic development project;
• As a public service;
• By a CBDO as a part of an eligible project; or
• As a part of microenterprise assistance package to the owner of a micro business for
his or her employees.
It is important to note the following restrictions:
•

Job pirating is prohibited under Section 588 of the Quality Housing and Work
Responsibility Act of 1998. Job pirating refers to the use of federal funds to lure or
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•

attract a business and its jobs from one labor market to another.
CDBG funds may not be used to assist for-profit businesses, including expansions, as
well as infrastructure improvement projects or business incubator projects designed
to facilitate business relocation if:
o The funding will be used to assist directly in the relocation of a plant, facility
or operation; and
o

The relocation is likely to result in a significant loss of jobs in the labor market
area from which the relocation occurs.

The following are definitions to assist in determining if a business location falls under these
provisions:

Labor Market Area (LMA): An LMA is an economically integrated geographic
area where individuals can live and work within a reasonable distance or can
readily change employment without changing their place of residence.
o Operation: A business operation includes, but is not limited to, any
equipment, production capacity or product line of the business.
o Significant Loss of Jobs: A loss of jobs is significant if the number of jobs to be
lost in the LMA in which the affected business is currently located is equal to
or greater than one-tenth of 1% of the total number of persons in the labor
force of that LMA, or in all cases, a loss of 500 or more jobs. A job is
considered to be lost due to the provision of CDBG assistance if the job is
relocated within three (3) years of the provision of assistance to the business.
Notwithstanding the above definition, a loss of 25 jobs or fewer does not
constitute a significant loss of jobs.
o

•

Before directly assisting a business with CDBG funds the City shall include
appropriate language in the written agreement with the assisted business to ensure
that no pirating has occurred. In addition to other programmatic clauses, the written
agreement shall include:
A statement from the assisted business as to whether the assisted activity
will result in the relocation of any industrial or commercial plant, facility, or
operation from one LMA to another, and, if so, the number of jobs that will be
relocated from each LMA.
o If the assistance will not result in a relocation covered by this section, a
written certification from the assisted business that neither it, nor any of its
subsidiaries, have plans to relocate jobs at the time the agreement is signed
that would result in a significant job loss as defined in this rule; and
o The agreement shall provide for reimbursement of any assistance provided
to, or expanded on behalf of, the business in the event that assistance results
in a relocation prohibited under this section.
o

Public Services

The CDBG Regulations found at §570.201(e) permit the use of CDBG funds for a wide variety
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of public services, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employment services (e.g., job training);
Crime prevention and public safety;
Childcare;
Health services;
Substance abuse services (e.g., counseling and treatment);
Fair housing counseling; Education programs;

•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy conservation;
Services for senior citizens;
Services for homeless persons;
Welfare services (excluding income payments);
Down payment assistance (refer also to Housing section); and
Recreational services.

CDBG funds may be used to pay for labor, supplies, and material as well as to operate and/or
maintain the portion of a facility in which the public service is located. This includes the lease
of a facility, equipment, and other property needed for the public service.
To utilize CDBG funds for a public service, the service must be either:
•
•

A new service; or
A quantifiable increase in the level of an existing service which has been provided
by the City or another entity on its behalf through state or local government funds
in the 12 months preceding the submission of the City’s Annual Action Plan to HUD.

HUD may grant an exception to this requirement if HUD determines that any decrease in the
level of a service was the result of events not within the control of the local government. This
provision was put into place to ensure that CDBG did not supplant local or state monies to
fund essential services typically offered by the local government. This provision is applied as
follows:
•
•
•

•

If a service is new, it may be funded.
If a service is existing, determine whether it was provided by or on behalf of the
unit of local government with local or state funding.

If it was not provided by or on behalf of the local government with funding
from the local government, it may be funded.
o If it was provided by or on behalf of the local government with funding from
the state or local government, the City must determine whether the
proposed service will be a quantifiable increase in the level of service. If it
can be documented that the service is a quantifiable increase in the level of
service, it may be funded.

o

The regulations do not prohibit a grantee from continuing to provide funding for a
public service at the same or decreased level in subsequent program years.
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Income payments to an individual or family, which are used to provide basic services such
as food, shelter (including payment for rent, mortgage, and/or utilities), or clothing are
generally ineligible, unless provided as a loan. Additionally, income payments provided as a
grant are eligible only under the following conditions:
•
•

The income payments do not exceed three consecutive months; and
The payments are made directly to the provider of such services on behalf of an
individual or family.

National Objectives

The CDBG program includes a wide variety of eligible activities that may be implemented provided
only if the activity also meets one (1) of the three (3) permissible National Objectives, including:
Benefit Low- and
Moderate-Income Persons

Prevent and Eliminate
Slum or Blight

Meet an Urgent Need

As indicated in the CDBG Overview section, HUD ensures that CDBG primarily benefits LMI
people by requiring that at least 70% of CDBG funds spent on activities other than program
administration benefit LMI. This requirement may be met during a one, two, or three-year
certification period that is specified in the Annual Action Plan certifications. The City
reports overall LMI benefit to HUD in the Consolidated Annual Performance and
Evaluation Report (CAPER) as part of the PR26 report generated by the Integrated
Disbursement and Information System (IDIS).
As part of each of the three (3) broad National Objectives, there are subcategories that
more specifically delineate how a National Objective will be met. Due to regulatory
limitations, there are certain National Objective subcategories that are compatible with
each eligible activity. A comprehensive table of eligible activities and permissible National
Objective subcategories is included as part of the Eligibility Review form (see Forms and
Documents section of this manual). This section describes some of the key aspects of
meeting National Objectives.
Benefiting Low- and Moderate-Income Persons

There are four ways an activity can meet the LMI National Objective:
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Low/Mod Limited
Clientele (LMC)

Example:
Public Service
Beneficiaries

Low/Mod Housing
(LMH)

Low/Mod Area
Benefit (LMA)

Example:
Housing

Example:
Neighborhood
Park
Improvements

Beneficiaries

Low/Mod Jobs
(LMJ)

Example: Loan
to

Low- and Moderate-Income Limited Clientele (LMC)

An LMC activity provides benefits to a specific group of persons who directly use the CDBGfunded service or facility, rather than to everyone in a particular geographic area. To meet
the LMC National Objective, at least 51% of the beneficiaries of each activity must be
members of low- and moderate-income households. Most public service activities use one
of the LMC subcategories. To qualify under any of the LMC subcategories, a limited clientele
activity must meet one (1) of the following criteria:
Exclusively
Presumed Low
Income

Example:
Senior Meals
on Wheels
Program or
Adult Literacy
Program

Information on
Family Size and
Income Required

Example:
Most Public
Service
Activities
(food banks or
after school
programs)

Be of Such Nature
and in Such
Location
Example:
Day Care
Center that
exclusively
serves public
housing
residents

Removal of
Barriers

ADA
to facilities, or
curb, gutter,
and sidewalk
projects

In accordance with §570.208(a)(2)(i)(A), activities that are exclusively presumed low
income must exclusively benefit any or a combination of the following groups: Abused
Children, Elderly Persons, Battered Spouses, Homeless Persons, Severely-Disabled Persons,
Illiterate Adults, Persons Living with AIDS, and Migrant Farm Workers.
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED

The City, and its subrecipients, must collect and retain documentation showing
that the activity is designed to be used exclusively by one of these presumed lowincome groups, and the clientele meet the definition of one of those groups (i.e. a
subrecipient administering a CDBG-funded Senior Services program should
retain a copy of a photo I.D. or birth certificate showing each beneficiary is at
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least 62 years of age).

If the beneficiaries of a particular activity do not fall into one of the presumed low- income
groups, then information on family size and income must be collected in accordance with
§570.208(a)(2)(i)(B) or (C) to document that at least 51% of the beneficiaries are persons
whose household income does not exceed the income limits adjusted for household size.
HUD publishes annual income limits adjusted for household size for each region annually.
Such information must be collected even if an activity is limited exclusively to LMI people.
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED

The City, and its subrecipients, must collect and retain documentation showing
the size and annual income of the household of each person
receiving the benefit. The income of each household member must be
considered, not just the person receiving the benefit. Examples of income
documentation include paystubs, tax returns, Social Security letters, etc.

In limited circumstances, an activity may be of such nature and in such location that it can
be reasonably concluded that the activity’s clientele will primarily be low- and moderateincome people, as indicated at §570.208(a)(2)(i)(D). An example would be a day care center
that exclusively serves residents of a public housing complex. The City should carefully
examine such activities and received HUD’s written approval before attempting to meet the
LMC National Objective in this manner.
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED

The City, and its subrecipients, must collect and retain documentation describing
how the nature and the location of the activity establishes that it will be used
predominantly by Low/Mod Income Persons.

The removal of architectural barriers meets the LMC National Objective at
§570.208(a)(2)(ii), similar to the presumed low-income subcategory. Activities that
remove material or architectural barriers to the mobility or accessibility of elderly persons
or of adults meeting the Bureau of the Census’ Current Population Reports definition of
“severely disabled,” can qualify under LMC so long as the activity does not qualify under
LMA, LMH, and LMJ National Objectives (described below).
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED

The City, and its subrecipients, must collect and retain documentation showing
that barriers to mobility or accessibility have been removed and how the barrier
removal was restricted to the extent feasible to one of the particular cases
authorized under this subcategory.
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Low- and Moderate-Income Area Benefit (LMA)

LMA activities benefit all residents of a particular area that is comprised of 51% or more
LMI households and is also primarily residential. The benefits of this type of activity are
available to all residents in the area regardless of income. Once the service area is
determined, the City can determine if the area is comprised of at least 51% LMI residents
by using the Census Method or Survey Method.
Determine the Service Area

Census Method

Survey Method

The first step is to determine if an activity can meet the LMA National Objective is to
determine the service area. The inclusion or exclusion of a particular portion of the City can
significantly impact the percentage of LMI residents in the service area.

Although service areas do not need to be coterminous with census tracts or other officially
recognized boundaries, it is useful if the service area reasonably coincides with such
boundaries because of the need to consider census data in the area. It is critical, however,
that the service area determined by the City be the entire area served by the activity. In
accordance with §570.208(a)(1)(v), HUD will generally accept the City’s determination
unless the nature of the activity or its location raises serious doubts about the claimed
service area.

For example, a public park improvement must consider all those who will benefit from the
improvement. If the public park is a large, citywide, or regional park, then the service area
would be much larger than if the park was a small, neighborhood or pocket park. If the
neighborhood park is used by, for example, all residents within a one mile radius, the City
must include all census tracts and block groups that fall within that radius, even if it includes
a combination of Low/Mod and non-Low/Mod areas.
To determine the service area, the following steps must be taken:
A.
B.

C.

Map the location of the proposed activity;
Determine, based on the location and nature of the activity, which residents will
use or benefit from the activity; and
Map the surrounding areas determined to benefit from the proposed activity
(usually represented in a radius drawn around the proposed activity).

The regulations at §570.208(a)(1)(vi) provide that, for purposes of determining whether a
particular area contains a sufficient percentage of LMI people to qualify an activity under
the area benefit criteria, available information from the latest Decennial Census shall be
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used to the fullest extent feasible. The HUD-provided census data commutates the number
of persons that resided in each tract/block group at the time of the last census and the
percentage of such persons who were LMI at that time. Using this information, the City (and
HUD) can compute the percentage of LMI people residing in any combination of
tracts/block groups in the City.
Using Census Data is the most common way of determining whether or not a particular
service area contains a sufficient percentage of LMI people to qualify as an LMA. To
determine if a service area will meet the LMA National Objective using the census method,
the following steps must be taken:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Determine all of the block groups contained in the service area
Add the total amount of persons residing in all block groups
Add the total number of low/mod persons residing in all block groups
Divide the total number low/mod residents by the total number of residents to
determine the percentage of low/mod persons residing in the service area.
If the percentage of low/mod persons residing in the service area at least 51%,
the activity meets the LMA National Objective.

If the City believes that the available census data does not reflect current relative income
levels in an area, or where the area does not coincide sufficiently well with census
boundaries, the City may conduct a survey of the residents of the area. The City must obtain
HUD’s approval of the survey instrument and other methodological aspects of the survey
for this purpose. HUD will approve the survey where it determines that it meets standards
of statistical reliability that are comparable to that of the Decennial Census data for areas of
similar size.
It should also be noted that a grantee cannot use a survey of the income of the users of a
particular facility or improvement to qualify it under the LMC National Objective if the
facility or improvement provides a benefit that is available to all the residents of an area.
This limitation derives from the statutory provision at section 105(c) concerning activities
that serve an area generally. Notwithstanding this prohibition, a grantee may want to
survey the users of an existing facility or improvement to determine where the users live,
for purposes of helping the grantee determine the area served by the facility/improvement.
To determine if a service area will meet the LMA National Objective using the survey
method, the following steps must be taken:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Make a written determination or finding that the available census data does not
reflect the current relative income levels in the service area.
Develop a survey method or instrument to collect the number of low/mod
residents in the service area.
Submit to and receive HUD approval of the survey method or instrument to be
used.
Conduct the survey, usually involving a door-to-door and/or mail survey to
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E.
F.
G.

certify each household’s income in the service area.
Analyze the results of the survey, ensuring a minimum level of participation was
received.
If the percentage of low/mod persons residing in the service area is determined
to be at least 51% as a result of the survey, submit the survey results to HUD for
approval.
HUD will issue a determination on whether or not the activity meets the LMA
National Objective.
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED

The records that the grantee must keep to demonstrate compliance under this
subcategory include:
•
•

Boundaries of the service area and the basis for determining those
boundaries, and
The percentage of Low/Mod Income Persons in the service area and the
data used for determining that percentage (census or survey).

Low- and Moderate-Income Housing (LMH)

The Low- and Moderate-Income Housing (LMH) subcategory is similar to the LMC
subcategory, but the performance measure used is households instead of people. Section
105(c)(3) of the authorizing statute requires that an activity which assists in the
acquisition, construction, or improvement of permanent, residential structures (including
homeownership assistance) may qualify as benefiting LMI Households only to the extent
that the housing is occupied by LMI Households.

Thus, the LMH subcategory described at §570.208(a)(3) only satisfies the LMI National
Objectives if the housing will be occupied by an LMI Household upon completion of the
activity. The housing can be either owner- or renter-occupied and can be either a singlefamily or multi-unit. When the housing is to be rented, the unit must be occupied by an LMI
Household at affordable rents. The City is responsible for establishing the criteria it will use
to determine rent affordability and must make these criteria public.
Occupancy of an assisted housing activity by LMI Households under the LMH subcategory
is determined using the following general rules:
A.
B.

C.

All assisted single unit structures must be occupied by LMI Households,
An assisted two-unit structure (duplex) must have at least one unit occupied by
an LMI Household, and
An assisted structure containing more than two units must have at least 51% of
the units occupied by LMI Households.
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RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED
Pursuant to §570.506(b)(4), the records that the grantee must keep to
demonstrate compliance under this subcategory include:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

A copy of the written agreement with each landlord or developer
receiving CDBG assistance indicating the total number of dwelling units in
each multi-unit structure assisted and the number of those units which
will be occupied by Low/Mod Income Households after assistance.
Total cost of the activity, including both CDBG and non-CDBG funds.
For each unit claimed to be occupied by a Low/Mod Income Household,
the size and combined income of the household.
For rental housing only:

The rent charged (or to be charged) after assistance for each
dwelling unit in each structure assisted; and
o Information as necessary to show the affordability of units occupied
(or to be occupied) by Low/Mod Income Households pursuant to
criteria established and made public by the grantee.

o

For each property acquired on which there are no structures, evidence of
commitments ensuring that the above criteria will be met when the
structures are built.
Where applicable, records documenting that the activity qualifies under
the special conditions regarding the new construction of nonelderly, multifamily housing that will have Low/Mod Income occupancy of less than
51%.
Where applicable, information showing that the housing units assisted,
although located in different structures, are authorized to be considered to
be located in a single structure under one of the special situations
described previously.

Low- and Moderate-Income Jobs Benefit (LMJ)

An LMJ activity creates or retains permanent jobs, at least 51% of which, on a full-time
equivalent (FTE) basis, are either held by LMI people or is considered to be available LMI
people. The LMJ National Objective is usually associated with economic development
activities.
A.
B.
C.
D.

In counting the jobs to be used in the calculation for determining the percentage
that benefit L/M income persons, the following policies apply:
Part-time jobs must be converted to full-time equivalents (FTE) (e.g., a job that
will require only working half time would count as only one-half a job);
Only permanent jobs count; temporary jobs may not be included;
Seasonal jobs are considered to be permanent for this purpose only if the season
is long enough for the job to be considered as the employee’s principal occupation;
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E.
F.

All permanent jobs created or retained by the activity must be counted even if the
activity has multiple sources of funds; and
Jobs indirectly created or retained by an assisted activity (i.e., “spin off” jobs) may
not be counted.
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED

The program records must document which jobs were actually created and
retained, whether each such job was held by, taken by, or made available to a
Low/Mod Income Person, and the full-time equivalency status of each job.

Slum-Blight National Objective

The second of the CDBG national objectives has its roots in the Urban Renewal program,
one of the major Federal programs that were terminated and replaced with the CDBG
program upon its formation in 1974. Although the vast majority of persons who resided in
the areas that qualified for assistance under the Urban Renewal program were Low/Mod
Income Persons, the principal focus of that program was to eliminate major slums and
other areas of blight within the community and preventing the return of blight to the
treated areas. Because of some concerns that the CDBG program might not allow the
continuance of the type of projects that were funded under the Urban Renewal program,
the national objective concerning slums and blight was created.

In developing the criteria for qualifying under this national objective, HUD has taken
considerable care to ensure that eligible activities clearly eliminate objectively
determinable signs of slums or blight in a designated slum or blighted area or are strictly
limited to eliminating specific instances of blight outside such an area (“spot blight”). There
are three (3) subcategories under this national objective:
Area Basis

Example: Public
Service Beneficiaries

Spot Basis

Example: Housing
Rehabilitation
Beneficiaries

Urban Renewal Area

Example:
Neighborhood Park
Improvements

Slum/Blight Area Basis

To qualify under the national objective of slums/blight on an area basis, an activity must
meet all of the following criteria:
A.

The area must be officially designated by the grantee and must meet a definition
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B.

C.
D.

of a slum, blighted, deteriorated or deteriorating area under state or local law.
(For these purposes, it is not necessary to follow the formal procedures under
State law for designating a slum or blighted area.)
The area must exhibit the following physical signs of blight or decay:
1.
There must be a substantial number of deteriorated or deteriorating
buildings throughout the area. As a “safe harbor,” HUD will consider this
test to have been met if either:
a.
the proportion of buildings in the area that are in such condition
is at least equal to that specified in the applicable State law for
this purpose; or
b.
in the case where the applicable State law does not specify the
percentage of deteriorated or deteriorating buildings required to
qualify the area, then at least one quarter of all the buildings
c.
in the area must be deteriorated or deteriorating; or
d.
the public improvements throughout the area must be in a general
state of deterioration. (For this purpose, it would be insufficient
for only one type of public improvement, such as a sewer system,
to be in a state of deterioration; rather, the public improvements
taken as a whole must clearly exhibit signs of deterioration.)

Documentation must be maintained by the grantee on the boundaries of the area
and the conditions which qualified the area at the time of its designation.
Activities to be assisted with CDBG funds must be limited to those that address
one or more of the conditions which contributed to the deterioration of the area.
(Note that this does not limit the activities to those that address the blight or
decay itself, but it allows an activity to qualify if it can be shown to address a
condition that is deemed to have contributed to the decline of the area.)

Slum/Blight Spot Basis

Pursuant to §570.208(b)(2), the elimination of specific conditions of blight or deterioration
on a spot basis is designed to comply with the statutory objective for CDBG funds to be
used for the prevention of blight, on the premise that such action(s) serves to prevent the
spread to adjacent properties or areas. To comply with the national objective of elimination
or prevention of slums or blight on a spot basis, i.e., outside a slum or blighted area, an
activity must meet the following criteria:
A.
B.

The activity must be designed to eliminate specific conditions of blight or
physical decay not located in a designated slum or blighted area; and
The activity must be limited to one of the following:
1.
Acquisition;
2.
Clearance;
3.
Relocation;
4.
Historic Preservation; or
5.
Rehabilitation of buildings, but only to the extent necessary to eliminate
specific conditions detrimental to public health and safety.
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Urban Renewal Area

To qualify under the national objective of addressing slums/blight on the basis of urban
renewal completion, an activity must:
A.

B.

Be located within an Urban Renewal project area or Neighborhood Development
Plan (NDP) action area; i.e., an area in which funded activities were authorized
under an Urban Renewal Loan and Grant Agreement or an annual NDP Funding
Agreement, pursuant to Title I of the Housing Act of 1949; and
Be necessary to complete the Urban Renewal plan, as then in effect. (This
includes the initial land redevelopment called for by the plan.)

Urgent Need National Objective

Pursuant to §570.208(c), to comply with the national objective of meeting community
development needs having a particular urgency, an activity must be designed to alleviate
existing conditions which the grantee certifies:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Pose a serious and immediate threat to the health or welfare of the community,
Are of recent origin or recently became urgent,
The grantee is unable to finance the activity on its own, and
Other resources of funding are not available to carry out the activity.

A condition will generally be considered of recent origin if it is developed or became critical
within 18 months preceding the grantee’s certification.
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED
The records should include:

A. A description of the condition that was addressed, showing the nature and

degree of seriousness of the threat it posed;
B. Evidence that the grantee certified that the CDBG activity was designed to
address the urgent need;
C. Information on the timing of the development of the serious condition; and
D. Evidence confirming that other financial resources to alleviate the need were
not available.

Eligibility Review Process

Policy

HCD staff shall document its review of the eligibility of all activities
proposed for CDBG funding prior to the inclusion of an activity in any
funding recommendation or Action Plan. Such review shall be
prepared and approved by separate HCD staff members as delineated
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herein.
To ensure that activities receiving CDBG assistance are eligible, meet a National Objective,
meet a Consolidated Plan – Strategic Plan goal and conform to local strategies, an
eligibility review must be completed subsequent to the application submittal deadline and
prior to consideration by the Housing and Community Development Advisory Board
(HCDAB). The process is designed to codify the City’s review process before an activity is
recommended for inclusion in the Annual Action Plan. The eligibility review also assists
staff in the identification of any programmatic or financial special conditions that will
need to be included in the CDBG written agreement or Memorandum of Understanding.
Eligibility Review
•Task:

Review the eligibility of each CDBG application

•Timeframe:

Prior to review and scoring by HCDAB or EDAB, as applicable

•Preparer:

Community Revitalization Specialist

•Approval:

Community Revitalization Coordinator

•Document: CDBG Eligibility Review
•Retention:

NOFA file (all); CDBG Activity file (funded applications)

Subsequent to receipt of applications through the Zoom Grants, the Community
Revitalization staff reviews each application and prepares a CDBG Eligibility Review (see
Forms and Documents section of this manual). The Eligibility Review form covers activity
eligibility, National Objective, meeting a Consolidated Plan – Strategic Plan Goal, local
strategies and any special conditions that will be applicable to the activity.
Activity Eligibility

In this section of the CDBG Eligibility Review, it is important to classify the activity under
one of the IDIS matrix codes. The matrix codes associate an activity with specific
requirements that often differ significantly from those of other matrix codes. For example,
there is a statutory and regulatory limitation on the amount of CDBG funds which may be
used for activities assisted under the category of Public Services (Matrix Code 05).
However, some services that are assisted under the program may also be eligible under a
category other than Public Services and, if properly classified, would therefore not be
subject to the 15% public service cap.

The statute and regulations also place special requirements on certain categories of eligible
activities, such as Code Enforcement and Special Economic Development Activities. An
improperly classified activity may be unnecessarily subject to additional program
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requirements. Conversely, an activity may be carried out in a manner that does not meet the
requirements of the selected category, but it might be eligible under the requirements of
another category that was not selected.
Example: Activities and Corresponding IDIS Matrix Codes

Public Services

05A: Senior Services or 05C: Legal Services

Street Improvements or Curb/Sidewalks

03K: Street Improvements or 03L: Sidewalks

Public Facility Improvements

03A: Senior Centers or 03E: Neighborhood Facilities

Housing Rehabilitation

14A: Rehab, Single-Family or 14B: Multi-Family

Administration

21A: General Administration

Fair Housing Services

21D: Fair Housing (AD Cap) or 05J and 05K (PS Cap)

Meeting a National Objective
Once an activity has been determined eligible, the next consideration in the preparation of
the CDBG Eligibility Review is how the activity meets a National Objective. As indicated
earlier, CDBG includes three broad National Objectives including:
Benefit Low- and
Moderate-Income Persons

Preventing and Eliminating
Slum or Blight

Meeting an Urgent Need

The selection of an appropriate National Objective begins with determining which National
Objective subcategories may be used in combination with the activity’s matrix code. The
CDBG Eligibility Review document (see Forms and Documents section of this manual)
includes a comprehensive table showing each of the matrix codes and the associated
National Objective codes that may be used together. National Objective codes marked with
“N” may not be used in combination with a given matrix code.
Conformance with Consolidated Plan – Strategic Plan Goals

After selecting the appropriate National Objective, staff must then associate the activity with
one of the Consolidated Plan – Strategic Plan Goals enumerated in the current 5-Year
Consolidated Plan. Each Strategic Plan Goal delineates the City’s objective, the performance
indicator, and how many units of that performance indicator will be served during the 5year period. If a CDBG application proposes an activity that does not conform to any of the
Strategic Plan Goals, it may not be funded as part of an Action Plan unless the City amends its
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5-Year Consolidated Plan – Strategic Plan goals to indicate a need for a particular activity in
the community.

This section of the CDBG Eligibility Review requires staff to evaluate the unmet need for the
selected Strategic Plan Goal going into the next Action Plan period. To determine unmet
need, staff subtracts the following from the 5-Year Strategic Plan goal:
A. Prior accomplishments under this goal reported in prior CAPERs during the 5-year

period; and
B. Action Plan activity goals for the current year in progress.

For example:

Strategic Plan Goal:
CAPER Accomplishments:
Action Plan:
Unmet Need:

2,000 Housing Units Prior
1,250 Housing Units Current
500 Housing Units
250 Housing Units

The unmet need represents how many more units of a particular performance indicator are
needed to meet the 5-Year Strategic Plan Goal.
Local Strategies

Conformance with other local strategies is another key consideration in the CDBG Eligibility
Review Process. The extent to which a proposed activity conforms to the policy objectives of
a grantee’s governing body may ultimately be a deciding factor on whether or not the
activity is funded as part of the Action Plan.
This section of the CDBG Eligibility Review documents how an activity meets one (1) or
more of the City Council’s Strategic Initiatives.
HUD Outcome-Objective Performance Measurement Framework

This section of the CDBG Eligibility Review documents how a particular activity fits into
HUD’s Outcome-Performance Measurement Framework, which includes three (3) objectives
and three (3) outcomes. Determining which category to use is generally informed by which
combination of objective and outcome best describes the purpose of the activity.

Fortunately, the Consolidated Plan-Strategic Plan Goals are already associated with a
particular combination of outcome and objective; therefore, this section of the CDBG
Eligibility Review merely recapitulates information that is already included in the
Consolidated Plan-Strategic Plan. The outcomes and objectives will appear on an IDIS screen
and the grantee will choose from the options presented.
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HUD Outcome-Performance Measurement Framework
Availability/Accessibility

Affordability

Sustainability

Suitable Living
Environment

Suitable Living
Environment

Suitable Living
Environment

Decent Housing

Decent Housing

Decent Housing

Economic

Economic

Economic

The three (3) objectives include:
Suitable Living Environment

In general, this objective relates to activities that are designed to benefit communities,
families, or individuals by addressing issues in their living environment.
Decent Housing

The activities that typically would be found under this objective are designed to cover the
wide range of housing possible under HOME, CDBG, HOPWA or ESG. This objective focuses
on housing programs where the purpose of the program is to meet individual family or
community needs and not programs where housing is an element of a larger effort, since
such programs would be more appropriately reported under Suitable Living Environment.
Creating Economic Opportunities

This objective applies to the types of activities related to economic development, commercial
revitalization, or job creation.
The three outcome categories include:
Availability/Accessibility

This outcome category applies to activities that make services, infrastructure, public
services, public facilities, housing, or shelter available or accessible to low- and moderateLast Updated: October 3, 2019
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income people, including persons with disabilities. In this category, accessibility does not
refer only to physical barriers, but also to making the affordable basics of daily living
available and accessible to low and moderate- income people where they live.
Affordability

This outcome category applies to activities that provide affordability in a variety of ways in
the lives of low- and moderate-income people. It can include the creation or maintenance of
affordable housing, basic infrastructure hook-ups, or services such as transportation or day
care.
Sustainability

This outcome promotes livable or viable communities through activities that improve
communities or neighborhoods, helping to make them livable or viable by providing benefit
to LMI people or by removing or eliminating slums or blighted areas, through multiple
activities or services that sustain communities or neighborhoods.
Special Conditions

This section of the CDBG Eligibility Review documents special conditions that will apply to
the activity if funded. The special conditions are grouped into lists of programmatic,
financial and other federal requirements. It is often the “other federal requirements” that
significantly impact the implementation feasibility of a proposed CDBG activity—
particularly when the activity is otherwise privately funded.

The requirements associated with certain special conditions may be so onerous that the City
and the applicant may actually wish to reconsider investing CDBG funds in the activity. To
achieve maximum program efficiency and to appropriately manage the expectations of
subrecipients and policymakers, it is crucial that staff identifies any special conditions that
will apply to an activity as part of the CDBG Eligibility Review.

Where significant impacts are anticipated, staff is highly encouraged to inform subrecipients
and policymakers of the implications of such requirements.
Review and Approval

The CDBG Eligibility Review shall be signed by the Community Revitalization Specialist as
preparer and approved by the Community Revitalization Coordinator.
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Environmental Review Process
Policy

HCD staff shall document its review of each activity for compliance
with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements prior
to contracting, funding or disbursing funds. Such review shall be
prepared by the Community Revitalization Specialist or other qualified
staff and approved by the Housing and Community Development
Administrator.

All CDBG activities are subject to requirements of HUD environmental review regulations at
24 CFR Part 58. These regulations implement HUD's responsibilities for use of federal funds
under NEPA. The HUD environmental review process must be completed before CDBG funds
may be accessed for the City’s CPD-funded activities, or before the purchase of any land or
buildings, or start of any work on a proposed project, even with non-HUD funds. The
aforementioned conditions are known as “choice-limiting decisions” and this limitation
applies to all participants involved in a CDBG-funded activity.
There are five (5) levels of review identified in Part 58 that apply to CPD programs:
1
2
3
4
5

Level of Environmental Review
Exempt (24 CFR Part 58.34) or
Categorically Excluded NOT Subject to the
§58.5 statutes (24 CFR Part 58.35(b))
Categorically Excluded Subject to § 58.5
(may or may not require mitigation)

Environmental Assessment (24 CFR Part
58.36)

Environmental Impact Statement (24 CFR
Part 58.37)
Tiering (24 CFR 58.15)

Example Projects

Administration
Public Services

Curb, Gutter, Sidewalk Project
Street Improvements
Construction of a new

Center
Construction of a Convention
Center
Housing Rehabilitation Program

The primary objective of the environmental review is to identify specific environmental
factors that may be encountered at potential project sites and to develop procedures to ensure
compliance with regulations pertaining to these factors. There is no standard set of review
procedures that makes sense for every program. Therefore, the HUD environmental review is
designed to produce program-specific environmental review procedures. When the
environmental review process is complete, the City may commit CDBG funds.
The following flow chart summarizes the environmental review process for HUD-funded
programs or projects.
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Environmental Review
•Task:

Prepare NEPA review

•Timeframe:

Prior to contracting, funding or disbursing funds

•Preparer:

Community Revitalization Specialist or other qualified staff

•Approval:
City Manager or designee (Housing and Revitalization
Administrator)
•Document:

Various, refer to CPD Procedural Handbook Volume I, Chapter 1.3

Subsequent to the completion of the environmental review, the City may enter into
agreements and fund activities. It is important to note that the City is also responsible for
ensuring that any remediation or mitigating conditions identified as part of the NEPA
review are completed during the course of the project and that documentation is
maintained in the CDBG activity file.
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED

The entire Environmental Review Record, all correspondence and any source
documentation shall be maintained as part of the CDBG activity file.
Additionally, documentation of compliance with any remediation or mitigating
conditions identified as part of the NEPA review must be maintained.

For more information on the NEPA Environmental Review Process, please refer to CPD
Procedural Manual Volume 1 – General CPD Requirements.

Debarment and Suspension
Policy

HCD staff shall verify that participating contractors, subcontractors,
consultants and subrecipients are not suspended, debarred or
otherwise prohibited from conducting business with any Federal
Agency by checking the System for Award Management (SAM)
database.

Federal funds granted by HUD may not be used to directly or indirectly employ, award
contracts to, or otherwise engage the services of any contractor or subrecipient during any
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period of debarment, suspension, or placement of ineligibility status. Prior to entering into
any HUD-funded agreement, the City must check all contractors, subcontractors (including
sub-tier contractors), consultants, and subrecipients against the System for Award
Management (SAM), found at https://www.sam.gov.

A debarment sanction means that an individual, organization and its affiliates are excluded
from conducting business with any Federal Agency government-wide. Depending upon the
outcome of an investigation or legal proceeding, a suspension may lead to debarment.
Debarment is the most serious compliance sanction and is generally imposed for a threeyear period. However, debarment can be imposed for a longer period of time, if determined
to be necessary to protect the public interest.

The administrative requirements at 24 CFR 85.35 prohibit grantees and subgrantees from
making any award or permitting any award (subgrant or contract) at any tier to any party
that is debarred or suspended or is otherwise excluded from or ineligible for participation in
federal assistance programs subject to 2 CFR part 2424.

HUD policies and procedures concerning debarment and suspension are contained at 2 CFR
Part 180 and 2 CFR Part 2424:
•
•
•
•

2 CFR Part 180 provides Office of Management and Budget (OMB) guidance for
Federal agencies on the government-wide debarment and suspension system for
non-procurement programs and activities.
2 CFR Part 180 Subpart B describes which contracts are covered, including
procurement and non-procurement contracts.
2 CFR Part 2424 adopts the OMB guidance on non-procurement debarment and
suspension and supplements it with HUD-specific clarifications and additions.
2 CFR Part 2424 Subpart B expands the covered contracts to include any contract,
regardless of tier, that is awarded by a contractor, subcontractor, supplier,
consultant, or its agent or representative in any transaction, if the contract is to be
funded or provided by HUD under a covered non-procurement transaction.

In general, the City must check the eligibility of every entity (contractor, subgrantee,
consultant, etc.), and the principals and/or owners of those entities, prior to entering into an
agreement and dispersing funds. The City must also document that eligibly and debarment
status was checked, including the date the check was made.
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Debarment and Suspension
•Task:

Verify Debarment and Suspension Status

•Timeframe:

Prior to contracting

•Preparer:

Community Revitalization Specialist or other qualified staff

•Approval:

N/A

•Document:

SAM Printout dated prior to contract

•Retention:

CDBG Activity file

To check the suspension and debarment status of a firm and/or individual, the City must
search the SAM. The following steps outline the process for checking the debarment or
suspension status of a company or individual:
1.

Go to https://www.sam.gov and select “Search Records”.

2.

In the search box, type the name of the company or individual you are looking for.
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3.

4.
5.

In the event that a company is registered in the CCR system, you will get a result
with a company name. If the “Has Active Exclusion” indicates “No,” the company
is not excluded from Federal participation. If “Yes,” do not proceed with the
proposed transaction with the excluded company. In the event that a company is
not registered in the CCR system, you will receive a message indicating “No
records found for current search.
Print and file your search results.

The same search procedure should be followed for individual names. Once you
search the company/organization name, repeat the process for all principals,
owners, and partners affiliated with the company.
Example of Individual who is excluded:
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Example of Individual who is not excluded and is not in CCR:
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Example of Organization that is excluded:

Example of Organization that is not excluded:

RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED
SAM printout for each contractor, subcontractor, subrecipient, etc.
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Action Plan IDIS Activity Setup/Editing

Policy

HCD staff shall setup the Action Plan activities in IDIS and fund
activities in IDIS to facilitate grant reporting and drawdown
throughout the program year.

With the introduction in May 2012 of the eCon Planning Suite, a collection of new online
tools to help grantees create market-driven, leveraged housing and community
development plans, the IDIS Activity Setup and Funding process was integrated into the
development of the Annual Action Plan in IDIS. Prior to this development, the City would
conduct IDIS Activity Setup and Funding subsequent to the execution of the CDBG written
agreement. Going forward, activities are now set up in IDIS as an extension of the
development of the Annual Action Plan.

This new approach provides several benefits including streamlining the process, ensuring
that all of the key reporting elements of the grants management cycle are integrated into
one system and ensuring cohesiveness between the goals described in the Consolidated
Plan and Action Plan and the outcomes tracked in IDIS and reported in the Consolidated
Annual Performance and Evaluation Report (CAPER).
Action Plan IDIS Activity Setup /Editing
•Task:

Setup activities in IDIS, fund activities in IDIS

•Timeframe:

Setup with Action Plan; fund after execution of agreement

•Preparer:

Community Revitalization Coordinator

•Approval:

N/A

•Document:

Reference CDBG Eligibility Review and Action Plan

•Retention:

Print and file Action Plan

To add a new plan, including the activities to be implemented by the City during the year,
the Community Revitalization Coordinator will:

1. Click on Plans/Projects/Activities in the Main Menu bar. By default, the system will

display the Search Activities screen. On the left side of the screen, the system will
display the sub-menus for Activities, Projects, Consolidated Plans, and Action
Plans. If the Consolidated Plan and Action Plan menus do not appear, check with
your local IDIS administrator to make sure your IDIS user profile has been
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assigned access for these screens.

2. To add a new Action Plan, click on Add in the Annual Action Plan sub-menu. The

system will display the Administration screen.

3. Complete the Administration screen using the information below. Each required

field is marked with an asterisk (*). Grantees can leave non-required fields blank
and provide this information later.

Field
*Indicates required field
AAP Program Year*
AAP Title*
AAP Plan Version*

If Amendment

Programs Included*

Is this Annual Action Plan
associated with a
Consolidated Plan?

Description

Enter the program year. This should match the Federal fiscal
year of the grantee’s allocation. For example, if the grantee’s
program year is July 1, 2012, through June 30,
2013, the program year is 2012.
Enter a title. The title will be displayed on the cover and at the top
of each page of the printed report.
Enter a unique version. This field is alpha-numeric and can
contain up to twenty characters. This field is listed in the search
results and can be used to differentiate between
different drafts of a plan.
Only a grantee user can identify the type of plan amendment
(n/a, Substantial, Minor) being made. The default is n/a. When
an amendment is indicated, the system will provide a dialog box
with the definition of a substantial amendment and will indicate
that substantial
amendments require citizen participation and HUD
approval.
The system will place a check next to each program (CDBG,
HOME, ESG, HOPWA) that the jurisdiction receives. The user
may change the default selection. At least one selection must be
indicated.
The Quality Check will provide a warning if the programs
selected do not match the grantee’s allocations in IDIS.
If the Action Plan is for the second, third, fourth, or fifth year of a
Consolidated Plan already entered into IDIS, select Yes and click
the Associate with Con Plan button. If the Action Plan will not be
associated with a Consolidated Plan in the system (i.e., a standalone Action Plan), select no.

4. When finished, click on the <Save> button at the bottom of the screen. Once a plan is

saved, the status is set to “Open—in Progress” and the grantee will be taken to the
Annual Action Plan Menu screen that will list all of the data entry screens. Below is a
screenshot of the Annual Action Plan Menu for a stand-alone Action Plan. The menu
for an Action Plan associated with a Consolidated Plan is the same except for the
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Strategic Plan section.

To edit an existing Action Plan in IDIS Online:

1. Click on Plans/Projects/Activities in the Main Menu bar. By default, the system will

display the Search Activities screen. On the left side of the screen, the system will
display the sub-menus for Activities, Projects, Consolidated Plans, and Action Plans.
If the Consolidated Plan and Action Plan menus do not appear, check with the staff
person designated as local IDIS administrator to make sure the IDIS user profile has
been assigned access for these screens.
2. Click on Search in the Action Plan submenu. The system will display a search screen.
Provide search parameters in the Year and Status fields and click <Search>.
3. Once the system displays the list of plans, click on <Edit> link for the plan you want
to edit. The system will display a menu of links for all the data entry screens for the
plan selected.
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED

Annual Action Plan printout from IDIS.
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CDBG Written Agreements
Policy

HCD staff shall prepare written agreements for each CDBG-funded
activity to disseminate all applicable federal, state and local
requirements to subrecipients and City Departments implementing
CDBG-funded activities.

The City is responsible for managing the day to day operations of its CDBG program,
ensuring that CDBG funds are used in accordance with all program requirements
delineated in written agreements, and taking appropriate action when performance
problems arise. The performance of each subrecipient or contractor must be reviewed
periodically (see “Monitoring” section of this CPD Procedural Manual). The CDBG written
agreement is the basis for implementation and compliance monitoring.
For all subrecipients, the City shall use a Subrecipient Agreement for service related
activities and a Development Agreement for construction related activities. The two
different type of activities (service and construction/development) shall not be combined
into one Agreement, but one shall reference the other in their respective Agreements.
Written Agreements
•Task:

Prepare Written Agreements

•Timeframe:

Subsequent to Action Plan approval, prior to July 1st

•Preparer:

Community Revitalization Specialist

•Approval:

Community Rev. Coordinator, HCD Director, City Manager

•Document:

Subrecipient and Development Agreement

•Retention:

CDBG Activity file, City Attorney's Office

When properly written and executed, a written agreement is a valuable management tool
for verifying compliance and monitoring performance. The agreement explains what the
subrecipient or contractor agrees to do in exchange for receiving CDBG funds, including
any documentation requirements to demonstrate regulatory compliance. The
documentation need will be tailored for each agreement as every agreement will vary
depending on the funding source, outcomes, accomplishments, and the expenses being
covered for each eligible activity. These documents will be called out throughout the
agreement with many referenced to the City’s Online Forms for Subrecipients, Developers
and Contractors (https://www.mesaaz.gov/residents/housing-communitydevelopment/onlineforms). Those documents that are not City generated templates will be
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specified in the agreement, which may include, but is not limited, to copies of company
timesheets, employee paycheck stubs, copies of the general ledger, documents for income
determination, etc. For construction related activities, they might include purchase
agreements, loan documents, closing documents, AIA forms, and other contractual
agreements related to the project. Because of the complexity of these agreements, the
Community Revitalization Specialist shall make the initial determination of the documents
that will be needed, and their supervisor shall review, add or remove, documents as needed
to support the reimbursements and the outcomes to ensure the eligibility of each activity
or project. If additional documents are needed for the agreement, then those documents
shall be produced and upload to the City’s Online Forms for Subrecipients, Developers, and
Contractors. These additional documents shall be referenced in the agreement and the
location where they can be accessed. It shall be the responsibility of the Community
Revitalization Specialist and their supervisor to ensure the necessary and proper
documentation is established and referenced in the agreement. The City must comply with
all its obligations under its agreement with HUD to assure that all agreements contain the
required provisions necessary to comply with the program regulations.
Preparing non-construction related Agreements shall be the responsibility of the CDBG
Program Manager using templates provided by the City Attorney and transmitted for
review using the Agreement Transmittal Form.

Preparing construction related Agreement shall be the responsibility of the Construction
Program Manager using templates provided by the City Attorney and transmitted for review
using the Agreement Transmittal Form.

Training and Technical Assistance
Policy

HCD staff shall provide training and technical assistance to
subrecipients and City Departments to foster program-wide
compliance with the CDBG regulations and to facilitate practical
understanding of the terms and conditions of written agreements.

Training and Technical Assistance are important activities that promote greater
understanding of the CDBG regulations, facilitate the implementation of CDBG-funded
activities, and establish documentation protocols for the City and its subrecipients or
implementing City Departments.
Training and Technical Assistance can take many forms, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

1:1 Technical Assistance;
Congregate Technical Assistance;
Answering questions by phone or e-mail;
Providing advice/direction as part of site visits or subrecipient monitoring;
Disseminating critical information to subrecipients and City Departments;
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•
•

Providing reference materials; or
Promoting the availability of HUD-sponsored training or other capacity building
opportunities.

Training and Technical Assistance
•Task:

Provide technical assistance to Subrecipients and City Depts.

•Timeframe:

Annually in July or prior to execution of written agreements

•Preparer:

Community Revitalization Specialist

•Approval:

N/A

•Document:

Agreement Review Form; written agreement

•Retention:

CDBG activity file

To promote sound administration and implementation of the CDBG program amongst
subrecipients, the City will provide technical assistance to each subrecipient at least once
per year in either an individual 1:1 setting or in a congregate setting.
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED

Documentation of technical assistance in each CDBG activity file.

Performance Reports and Evaluation
Policy

HCD staff shall collect performance reports for all activities that are
“open” in IDIS not less than quarterly. Performance reports shall be
evaluated to determine the sufficiency of program performance and
to facilitate the entry of accomplishment data into IDIS.

Depending on the eligibility, beneficiaries and National Objective of each activity, the
reporting requirements to HUD in the IDIS system will vary. To capture all of the HUDrequired data elements necessary to complete activities in IDIS and to complete the CAPER
at year-end, several reporting formats have been developed for use by subrecipients and
City Departments implementing CDBG-funded activities.
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Performance Reports and Evaluation
•Task:

Collect and evaluate performance reports, enter data in IDIS

•Timeframe:

Within 30 days subsequent to the end of each quarter

•Preparer:

Subrecipient or City Department

•Approval:

Community Revitalization Specialist (Report) / Coordinator (IDIS)

•Document:

See Forms and Documents section of this manual

•Retention:

CDBG activity file

Evaluating Accomplishments Versus Goals
Review the performance report to determine if the subrecipient is on track to meet its
annual goal as appropriate for the point-in-time of the review. For example, public service
subrecipients should be at least 25% of the way toward meeting their annual goal as of
September 30th, 50% as of December 31st, and so on. However, the nature of some
activities will result in no accomplishments until the third or fourth quarter of the year due
to the manner in which the activity is implemented.

In instances where an activity is not on a linear pace toward achieving 100% of its goal, the
subrecipient or City Department should include a written explanation in the narrative
section of the performance report delineating how and when the annual goals will be met.
Corrective Action for Underperforming Projects

If a subrecipient is not on track to meet the annual goal:
•
•
•
•

Question subrecipient on why? Is there an implementation issue that will result in
goal attainment in 3rd or 4th quarter?
CRS discusses with CRC.
Schedule meeting with sub, if necessary, to discuss alternatives, provide technical
assistance.
Determine if subrecipient agreement needs to be amended or terminated.

Entering Accomplishment Data in IDIS

Subsequent to receipt of reports, CRS enters data into IDIS as appropriate to each open
activity. For technical information on the entry of accomplishment data, refer to IDIS Online
for CDBG Entitlement Grantees.
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IDIS Flags and Remediation Plans
To prevent the occurrence of long-standing, open activities, cancelled activities with draws,
and draws revised from one activity to another, IDIS provides activity flags for the CDBG
Program. The system flags activities and requires justifications by grantees and field office
approval for:
•
•
•
•

Activities that have had no draws for a year;
Activities that have not reported accomplishments for three- years;
Activities that have 80% of their funding amount disbursed and no
accomplishments reported; and
Activities that grantees request to cancel with draws.

IDIS Flags and Remediation Plans
•Task:

Enter remediation plans, take corrective action, certify completion

•Timeframe:

Ongoing

•Preparer:

Community Revitalization Specialist / Coordinator

•Approval:

HUD CPD Representative

•Document:

N/A

•Retention:

In IDIS

To address IDIS flags, the Community Revitalization Specialist and Community
Revitalization Coordinator should periodically check the “Review Activities” screen in IDIS,
which includes a summary at the top of the page that lists the number of at-risk activities
that are in each flagged condition and at each stage of the review and resolution process.
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For each activity “Awaiting Grantee’s Required Explanation and Remediation Plan,” the
Community Revitalization Specialist/Coordinator should click on the blue link for “Explain.”

A screen will appear where staff can enter the reason for the delay e.g., why the activity did
not have draws for one year or does not have accomplishments. Enter the Remediation
Plan and the remediation actions to be undertaken within six (6) months to resolve the flag,
as well as the target completion date.
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Subsequent to submittal in the system, the activity will be marked for Field Office approval or
rejection. In the event of Field Office rejection, the CPD Representative in the local Field Office
assigned to the City will contact the City to provide instructions on what actions to take next
and how to satisfactorily resolve the issue within a timeframe that is acceptable to HUD.
Throughout the process, close coordination with the CPD Representative will be required in
order to ensure that all CDBG-funded activities are on track for successful completion in IDIS.
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED

Performance Reports in each CDBG activity file.

Requests for Reimbursement
Policy

HCD staff shall review requests for reimbursement for compliance
with the CDBG regulations and the terms and conditions of the
written agreement between the City and subrecipient or City
Department. Only those requests that are fully documented and
compliant shall be paid.

To ensure that CDBG funds are administered in accordance with the Uniform
Administrative Requirements found at 24 CFR Part 85, the City operates the CDBG program
on a reimbursable basis so that all documentation necessary to demonstrate compliance
with the regulations can be collected, reviewed and filed prior to payment with federal
funds. Both the City and subrecipients operate on a reimbursement basis so that federal
funds are not drawn down in IDIS until the City is certain that all financial transactions
occurred in a manner that fully documents compliance.
Subrecipients submit monthly or quarterly Requests for Reimbursement Form F-20 & F-21
(https://www.mesaaz.gov/residents/housing-community-development/onlineforms to
include a detailed summary of the request and supporting documentation in accordance
with the written agreement,
Although the City does provide subrecipients with the flexibility of submitting
Reimbursement Requests on a monthly basis, subrecipients must submit Reimbursement
Requests not less than quarterly during the term of the agreement. If the subrecipient does
not have grant expenditures during the quarter, the subrecipient must submit a report
indicating that no costs were incurred during the quarter. The report must indicate the
current status of the activity and when costs will be incurred.
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Requests for Reimbursement
•Task:

Collect and review reimbursement requests, process for payment

•Timeframe:

Ongoing

•Preparer:

Subrecipient, Developer or City Department

•Approval:

Community Revitalization Coordinator

•Document:

Form F-20 & F-21

•Retention:

CDBG activity file

The following steps are involved in the approval process for a Reimbursement Request:

1. Upon receipt of a Reimbursement Request, the Community Revitalization Specialist

will:
•
•

•
•
•

Review the Reimbursement Request form, including the Summary Sheet and the
Itemized Payment Statement to ensure that it conforms to the CDBG written
agreement between the City and the subrecipient;
Review the supporting documentation to ensure that it substantiates the amount
of CDBG funds requested and demonstrates compliance with the applicable
Uniform Administrative Requirements, Subrecipient or Developer Agreement,
and OMB Circulars;
For construction projects, an on-site inspection of the work will be performed for
approval of work performed & materials installed and in-place;
Signs the Request for Reimbursement letter; and
Prepare the Invoice Verification Form and routes the entire package to the
Community Revitalization Coordinator for review.

2. Upon receipt of a Reimbursement Request from the Community Revitalization

Specialist, the Community Revitalization Coordinator will:

• Review the Reimbursement Request form, including the Summary Sheet and the

Itemized Payment Statement to ensure that it conforms to the CDBG written
agreement between the City and the subrecipient;
• Review the supporting documentation to ensure that it substantiates the amount
of CDBG funds requested and demonstrates compliance with the applicable
Uniform Administrative Requirements, Subrecipient or Developer Agreement, and
OMB Circulars;
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• For construction projects, review the inspection & field draw request;
• Signs the Request for Reimbursement letter; and
• For non-construction: Routes the entire package to the Housing & Revitalization

Administrator for review.
• For construction projects: Route entire package to Construction Manager for
review.
• The Construction Manager initiates a construction inspection (progress
inspection) to verify the percentage of completion and quality of workmanship of
the work performed and materials installed.

3. Upon receipt of a Reimbursement Request from the Community Revitalization

Specialist, the Housing & Revitalization Administrator or Construction Manager will:
•

•

•
•

Review the Reimbursement Request form, including the Summary Sheet and the
Itemized Payment Statement to ensure that it conforms to the CDBG written
agreement between the City and the subrecipient;
Review the supporting documentation to ensure that it substantiates the amount
of CDBG funds requested and demonstrates compliance with the applicable
Uniform Administrative Requirements, Subrecipient or Developer Agreement,
and OMB Circulars;
Sign the Request for Reimbursement letter; and
Routes the entire package to the Financial Coordinator for review.

4. The Financial Coordinator reviews the Reimbursement Request form and supporting

documentation to:

•
•
•
•
•

Verify that sufficient funds are available to reimburse the subrecipient;
Verify the proper grant is being charged
Verify that the amount requested to date, balance in account, and amount of the
request coincide with prior submittals;
Verify that supporting documentation coincides with the amount of the request;
and
Sign the Invoice Verification Form and route the entire package to Administrative
staff.

5. Administrative staff enters the Reimbursement Request into the Advantage system

based on the Income Verification Form and routes the entire package to the Financial
Coordinator for review.

6. A different Financial Coordinator reviews the information in Advantage and:
•
•

If there is a CT (contract) or MA (master agreement), notification is sent to the
City’s Finance Department that the invoice can be paid
If it is a PO (purchase order) or DO (delivery order), notification is sent to Housing
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& Community Development Management (Management) for approval of the PO
or DO. Once approved by Management, Management notifies the Financial
Coordinator. The Financial Coordinator sends notification to the City’s Finance
Department that the invoice can be paid.

7. The City’s Finance Department Accounts Payable processes the payment to the

subrecipient.

RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED

Complete copies of each Reimbursement Request shall be maintained in the
CDBG activity file.

IDIS Drawdowns

Policy

HCD staff shall draw down funds from the U.S. Treasury to reimburse
the City for its expenditure of funds for CDBG activities. Drawdowns
shall be conducted not less than quarterly, within 90 days of the end
of each quarter, and may be conducted more frequently to meet
business needs.

Subsequent to reimbursing subrecipients for costs incurred from City general funds, the
City requests reimbursement from HUD through the IDIS system periodically throughout
the fiscal year. In general, drawdowns are conducted at least quarterly. Depending on
business need, drawdowns may be conducted more frequently. The fiscal status of the
CDBG program is discussed during monthly IDIS Project Reconciliation Meetings that
include the Community Revitalization Specialists, Community Revitalization Coordinator,
Fiscal Analyst, Sr. Fiscal Analyst and the Housing and Community Development
Administrator. During these meetings, issues with subrecipients that are not incurring
costs and requesting reimbursement in a timely manner are discussed so that staff
responsible for coordinating the CDBG program from both a programmatic and financial
perspective can work together to address problems as they arise. Staff also discusses the
financial status of the program and determines if it is appropriate to conduct a drawdown.
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IDIS Drawdowns
•Task:

Evaluate City expenditure report, prepare voucher, approve draw

•Timeframe:

Within 90 days of the end of each quarter, or more frequently

•Preparer:

Fiscal Analyst

•Approval:

Sr. Fiscal Analyst

•Document:

IDIS PR05 Report; City financial records

•Retention:

Fiscal Analyst Office - Drawdown/Reporting Files

In preparation for a drawdown, the Fiscal Analyst will evaluate City expenditure reports to
determine the amount due to the City based on expenditures since the last drawdown. The
Fiscal Analyst will prepare a drawdown summary and submit it to the Management Analyst
II for review. Once the Fiscal Analyst and Sr. Fiscal Analyst are in agreement, the Fiscal
Analyst will enter the voucher in IDIS and notify the Sr. Fiscal Analyst that it is ready for
approval. The Sr. Fiscal Analyst will then log into IDIS and approve the drawdown.
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED

Expenditure reports; PR05 Drawdown records in each CDBG activity file.

Subrecipient Monitoring

Policy

HCD staff shall conduct a risk assessment of all open CDBG activities
and shall conduct on-site monitoring reviews of all activities
implemented by subrecipients or City Departments that meet the
threshold criteria identified in the annual risk assessment.

The City is responsible for ensuring that subrecipients comply with all regulations and
requirements governing the administrative, programmatic and financial management of
CDBG funds. Monitoring is an ongoing process beginning with the Eligibility Review and
concluding with Grant Closeout.

The exception to this approach involves situations where the terms and conditions of the
subrecipient’s CDBG written agreement involve compliance beyond the term of the
agreement, such as in the event that CDBG funds were used to acquire or improve property.
In those situations, the property must continue to meet a CDBG National Objective for a
minimum period of five (5) years, unless a longer period is specified in the CDBG written
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agreement.

To ensure full compliance with the regulations, the City takes a proactive approach to
monitoring, including desk monitoring and on-site monitoring that involves several tasks
throughout the program year as shown in the following chart:
Desk Monitoring

On-Site Monitoring

Eligibility Review

Prepare Risk Assessment

Written Agreement and
Technical Assistance

Send Intent to Monitor Letter

Performance Reports

Conduct on-site monitoring

Reimbursement Requests

Send Monitoring Results Letter

Desk Monitoring
Each of the Desk Monitoring tasks correspond with other sections of this Procedural Manual.
Proper documentation of the implementation of the Desk Monitoring tasks in the CDBG
activity file will demonstrate to HUD that the City is actively engaged in compliance
monitoring throughout the entire grant process. The Desk Monitoring process also serves to
inform the City’s risk assessment that is used to determine which subrecipients will receive
an on-site monitoring visit.
Risk Assessment

The annual Risk Assessment serves as the City’s monitoring plan each year. The Community
Revitalization Specialists and the Community Revitalization Coordinator meet to develop the
Risk Assessment. The Risk Assessment is designed to match staff resources with the highest
risk activities based on indicators of need and capacity amongst subrecipients.
The specific factors of risk considered as part of the Risk Assessment include:
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Risk Factor
Staff Turnover
Grant Amount
Grant Amount
Grant Amount

Performance Reports and
Reimbursement Requests
Program
Management
Time since most recent
monitoring
Program Income

Description
Loss of experienced subrecipient staff responsible for
programmatic implementation or financial management of
the CDBG
agreement
$100,000 or more
$20,000 - $100,000
Under $20,000
Subrecipient submits inaccurate, incomplete or late
Performance Reports. Subrecipient has difficulty submitting
accurate and timely
reimbursement requests.
City staff experiences persistent difficulties with respect to
management of the subrecipient
The subrecipient was not monitored during the previous year
The subrecipient receives CDBG Program Income from
its activity

Risk Assessment
•Task:

Prepare CDBG Subrecipient Monitoring Risk Assessment

•Timeframe:

On or before September 30th of each program year

•Preparer:

Community Revitalization Coordinator

•Approval:

HCD Director

•Document:

None

•Retention:

CDBG Administration File for each program year

On-Site Monitoring
The on-site monitoring visit is a collaborative effort between the subrecipient and City
staff. The City monitoring team generally consists of the assigned Community Revitalization
Specialist, the Community Revitalization Coordinator and either the Financial Analyst or
the Sr. Fiscal Analyst. Staff is assigned by the Community Revitalization Coordinator in
consultation with the HCD Director during the meeting to review the Risk Assessment
results.
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The on-site monitoring process begins with a telephone call or an e-mail to the
subrecipient from the Community Revitalization Specialist indicating that the subrecipient
has been selected for on-site monitoring. The purpose of the call is to coordinate the date
and time of the on-site monitoring visit, to provide information on the nature and scope of
the review, and to confirm that key subrecipient staff will be available for the date and time
selected.
Subsequent to the introductory telephone call or e-mail, the Community Revitalization
Specialist will prepare the Intent to Monitor Letter (see Forms and Documents section of
this manual). This letter is addressed to the Chief Executive Officer of the subrecipient with
copies to key programmatic and financial staff.

The Intent to Monitor Letter indicates the purpose of the monitoring visit as well as the
proposed date, time and location of the monitoring visit. To assist the subrecipient in
preparation for the on-site monitoring visit, the Monitoring Tool is enclosed with the Intent
to Monitor Letter.
Intent to Monitor Letter
•Task:

Prepare and mail the Intent to Monitor Letter

•Timeframe:

30 days prior to monitoring visit

•Preparer:

Community Revitalization Specialist

•Approval:

Community Revitalization Coordinator

•Document:

None

•Retention:

CDBG activity file

For each on-site monitoring visit, Monitoring Tool

Information available to the City in the CDBG activity file that should be reviewed by the
monitoring team prior to the visit include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Subrecipient application for funding;
Eligibility Review;
CDBG written agreement;
Performance Reports;
Reimbursement Requests;
Correspondence;
Prior monitoring reviews; and
Copies of subrecipient’s most recent audits.
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The on-site monitoring visit begins with an entrance conference between the City’s
monitoring team and key subrecipient staff, including the Chief Executive Officer,
programmatic and financial staff. The purpose of the entrance conference is to ensure that
the subrecipient has a clear understanding of the purpose, scope and schedule for the
monitoring. The monitoring team lead will collect a sign-in sheet to document participation
in the entrance conference.

Subsequent to the entrance conference, the monitoring team conducts its assessment of
subrecipient file documentation to address assigned sections of the Monitoring Tool.
Generally, the review will result in a determination that the subrecipient complied with a
given section or that a finding or concern is identified. A finding is a condition where the
subrecipient has violated an applicable regulatory provision. A concern is a condition that if
not corrected, may lead to findings or may result in deficient program performance. Where
appropriate, copies of documentation should be obtained to support any findings or
concerns identified.

Subrecipient staff should be interviewed during the assessment phase of the on-site
monitoring visit to test their depth of understanding of the regulations and the terms and
conditions of the CDBG written agreement. Staff interviews are the City’s opportunity to
assess how well the subrecipient knows the CDBG program regulations and how those
regulations are applied in the implementation of the activity. The assessment of
documentation and the information gained from staff interviews will assist City staff in
determining whether or not additional technical assistance to the subrecipient is required in
order to ensure proper implementation of each CDBG- funded activity.
At the conclusion of the assessment phase of the on-site monitoring visit, an exit conference
should be conducted with the same attendees as the entrance conference. The purpose of
the exit conference is to:
•
•
•
•
•

Present the preliminary results of the monitoring, including findings that will require
additional consultation with the Community Revitalization Specialist in order to close
the monitoring review;
Secure additional information to solidify or resolve any preliminary findings or
concerns;
Provide an opportunity for the subrecipient to correct any misconceptions or
misunderstandings;
Establish timeframes for the resolution of any findings; and
If applicable, provide an opportunity for the subrecipient to report on steps the
organization may already be taking to address areas of noncompliance or
nonperformance.

Subsequent to the on-site monitoring visit, any findings or concerns identified will be
transmitted to the subrecipient in writing via e-mail with requests for corrective actions to
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be undertaken (see Forms and Documents of this manual). The resolution of findings occurs
informally between the subrecipient and the Community Revitalization Specialist prior to
the issuance of the Monitoring Results Letter (see Forms and Documents section of this
manual). Generally, the Community Revitalization Specialist should be in a position to draft
the Monitoring Results letter for review and signature by the Community Revitalization
Coordinator within 60 days subsequent to the on-site monitoring visit.
Monitoring Results Letter
•Task:

Prepare and mail the Monitoring Results Letter

•Preparer:

Community Revitalization Specialist

•Approval:

Community Revitalization Coordinator

•Retention:

CDBG activity file

The Monitoring Results Letter will provide a significant history of the on-site monitoring
visit, including details on all findings and concerns identified and how those findings and
concerns were resolved between the subrecipient and the City. The Monitoring Results
Letter is also an opportunity to recognize the successes of the subrecipient in the
implementation of their CDBG-funded activities and how those successes contribute to the
City’s achievement of its 5-year Strategic Plan goals. Through the issuance of the Monitoring
Results letter subsequent to the satisfactory resolution of any findings of non- compliance or
concerns, the monitoring review is closed.
High Risk Subrecipients

A subrecipient is “high risk” when it is identified for on-site monitoring in three (3) or more
consecutive program years due to any combination of risk factors. On-site monitoring of high
risk subrecipients generally result in multiple findings of non-compliance that may also
require the repayment of CDBG funds.

It is the intent of the City to cultivate positive partnerships with high-performing
subrecipients. However, in the event that a subrecipient does not perform to expectations,
the City has a responsibility to its residents and to HUD to address problems with
subrecipients directly and fairly. There are three (3) progressive approaches to address
subrecipients that are determined to be high risk, including early intervention, intervention
for more serious or persistent problems and finally the imposition of sanctions.
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•

•

•

•
•

Early Intervention involves any combination of the following:
o The development of strategies with the subrecipient that include additional
training and technical assistance; or
o Requiring more frequent or more thorough reporting by the subrecipient;
or
o Conducting more frequent on-site monitoring visits.

Intervention for More Serious or Persistent Problems involves any combination of
the following measures:
o Placing restrictions on the subrecipient’s payment requests; or
o Disallowance of subrecipient expenses; or
o Requiring repayment of CDBG funds expended in an ineligible manner; or
o Imposing probationary status whereby the subrecipient is limited in its ability
to conduct certain business without prior review and written approval of the
City.
A formal process for addressing subrecipients will be followed for those who fail to
resolve or address findings. Each situation will be looked at on a case by case basis.
City may impose sanctions which may involve any combination of the following
measures:
o Temporarily suspending the subrecipient; or
o Not renewing or funding the subrecipient in subsequent program year(s); or
o Termination of the subrecipient’s activity for the current program year; or
o Initiation of legal action.
Any sanctions or other penalizing action to be taken must be approved by the
Director of Community Services and Deputy City Manager assigned to Community
Services
Subrecipients will have the opportunity to due process if in disagreement with the
City’s actions. Subrecipient will submit in writing to the Director of Housing and
Community Development within 10 days from notification of actions. The Director of
Housing and Community Development will review and respond within 10 days of
Subrecipient’s letter.
RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED

A complete on-site monitoring stack should be placed in the corresponding CDBG
activity file. The on-site monitoring stack includes, but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intent to Monitor Letter;
Entrance Conference Sign-in Sheet;
Monitoring Tool;
Supporting documentation;
E-mail correspondence between subrecipient and Community
Revitalization Specialist to resolve any findings; and
Monitoring Results Letter.
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Reporting to HUD

Policy

HCD staff shall establish tracking and data collection systems to
support the preparation and submittal of a variety of compliance
reports to HUD throughout each program year as required by the
CDBG regulations and other federal requirements.

HUD requires the submittal of four (4) periodic reports throughout the program year
besides the Consolidated Annual Performance and Evaluation Report that is submitted
annually within 90 days of the end of the program year. The periodic reports include the
SF-425 Federal Financial Report, the Contract-Subcontract Activity Report, the SemiAnnual Labor Standards Enforcement Report and the Section 3 Summary Report.

Each of these reports documents and certifies critical program compliance information that
is used in turn by HUD to assess the City’s risk as part of HUD’s annual risk assessment to
determine which of their grantees will receive on-site monitoring visits. For this reason, it
is critical that each of these periodic reports is prepared accurately and submitted to HUD
timely.
SF-425 Federal Financial Report

HUD requires CPD grant recipients to periodically submit reports on the financial progress
of the CDBG grant. The Office of Management and Budget consolidated the two most
common financial reports, the Financial Status Report (FSR or SF–269/SF–269A) and the
Federal Cash Transaction Report (FCTR or SF– 272/SF–272A), into a single form known as
the SF-425 Federal Financial Report. This consolidation established government-wide
standards for reporting periods and due dates. The SF-425 is due to the HUD Field Office
Fiscal Analyst within 30 days subsequent to the end of each quarter. Since the City operates
its grants with HUD on a reimbursement basis, the SF-425 will consistently report either a
zero balance or negative cash on hand.
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SF-425 Federal Financial Report
•Task:

Prepare and submit the SF-425 Federal Financial Report

•Timeframe:

Due to HUD 30 days subsequent to the end of each quarter

•Preparer:

Fiscal Analyst

•Approval:

Sr. Fiscal Analyst

•Document:

SF-425 Federal Financial Report

•Retention:

CDBG Administration file; Drawdown/Reporting Files

Contract-Subcontract Activity Report
The Contract-Subcontract Activity Report is used by HUD to monitor and evaluate MBE
activities against the total program activity and the designated minority business
enterprise (MBE) and Women business enterprise (WBE) goals. HUD requires the
information to provide guidance, oversight and for the development of MBE and WBE
goals. The report must be submitted to the Field Office’s Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity (FHEO) representative within 30 days of the end of the Federal Fiscal year.
Contract-Subcontract Activity Report
•Task:

Prepare and submit the Contract-Subcontract Activity Report

•Timeframe:

Due within 30 days of the end of the Federal Fiscal Year

•Preparer:

Housing and Community Development Administrator

•Approval:

HCD Director

•Document:

See Forms and Documents section of this manual

•Retention:

CDBG Administration file
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Semi-Annual Labor Standards Enforcement Report
The HUD-4710 Semi-Annual Labor Standards Enforcement Report, covering the periods
of October 1-March 31 and April 1-September 30 is a report to the Field Office Labor
Relations representative within 7 calendar days subsequent to the end of the period
covered, or upon request.
Semi-Annual Labor Standards Enforcement Report
•Task:

Prepare and submit the Semi-Annual Labor Standards Env. Report

•Timeframe:

Due April 5th and October 5th

•Preparer:

Community Revitalization Specialist

•Approval:

Housing and Community Development Administrator

•Document:

Semi-Annual Labor Standards Enforcement Report

•Retention:

CDBG Administration file

The Semi-Annual Labor Standards Enforcement Report provides information on contracts
awarded that must comply with the Davis-Bacon Act and/or the Contract Work Hours and
Safety Standards Act. Specifically, the report lists each project/contract awarded during the
reporting period for which DBRA or CWHSSA is applicable.

The report also includes information on enforcement activities undertaken by the City
during the reporting period. The information reported on contracts (Part I) and the
information reported on enforcement activity (Part II) is separate and should only be
reported to HUD on the HUD-4710 form once. For example, a contract should only be
reported on the report corresponding to the period when the contract was awarded.
Similarly, enforcement activity is aggregated and reported on the form covering the period
when the enforcement activity took place. Therefore, enforcement activity may be reported
for projects/contracts that appeared on any prior report as a contract awarded under Part
I.
Section 3 Summary Report

The HUD 60002 Section 3 Summary Report provides details on the City’s accomplishment of
the Section 3 goals prescribed at 24 CFR Part 135. The City’s Section 3 Plan delineates the
City’s approach to compliance with Section 3. The Section 3 Report must be submitted to
HUD.
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Section 3 Summary Report
•Task:

Prepare and submit the Section 3 Summary Report

•Timeframe:

Due within 90 days of the close of the program year

•Preparer:
Housing and Community Development
Administrator
•Approval:

HCD Director

•Document:

Online submittal

RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED
Copies of each report shall be maintained in the CDBG Administration File.
Grant Closeout / IDIS Completion

Policy

HCD staff shall implement grant closeout procedures as part of IDIS
activity completion and the preparation of the CAPER in order to
verify records demonstrating that each CDBG activity has complied
with 24 CFR Part 570 and to verify that all City of Mesa CDBG
procedures have been followed in the implementation of each
activity.

The City is responsible for ensuring compliance with all applicable requirements associated
with the use of CPD grant funds for housing, economic and community development
activities. The City must maintain records demonstrating that it has met all of its
obligations to HUD as delineated in the Action Plan certifications that are signed and
submitted to HUD with the SF-424 grant application. Grant Closeout is an integral internal
management process by which programmatic, financial and management staff verify that
appropriate records demonstrating compliance with all applicable HUD regulations is on
file, ready for audit. The grant closeout process is represented in the charts below.
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Verify Programmatic Records
•Task:
Verify that all required activity records are included in the file
•Completed by: Community Revitalization Specialist
•Documentation: Subrecipient File Checklist

Verify Financial Records and Supporting Documentation
•Task:
Prepare activity records for future audit by third parties
•Completed by: Community Revitalization Specialist
•Documentation: Subrecipient File Checklist; Final Reimbursement Request
•Process to:
HCD Finance Team

Process the Final Reimbursement Request
•Task:
•Initiated by:

Ensure timely payment of final reimbursement requests
Fiscal Analyst

•Documentation: Subrecipient File Checklist; Final Reimbursement
Request

Conduct the Final IDIS Drawdown
•Task:
Initiate the final drawdown of activity funds in IDIS
•Voucher set-up: Fiscal Analyst
•Approved by: Sr. Fiscal Analyst
•Documentation: Sub. File Checklist, IDIS Voucher Printout & Final Reimb. Request
•Process to:
Community Revitalization Coordinator

Mark Activity "Complete" in IDIS
•Task:
Provide for management review of programmatic and
financial records prior to marking a particular activity “complete” in IDIS.
•Completed by: Community Revitalization Coordinator
•Documentation: Subrecipient File Checklist, Approved IDIS Voucher Printout &
Final Reimbursement Request; IDIS Report PR03; IDIS Report PR05
•Process to:
Community Revitalization Specialist for filing

Closeout Memorandum
•Task:
Prepare and Send Closeout Memo to Fin. Dept. Cost Team
•Completed by: Community Revitalization Specialist
•Process to:
Finance Department Cost Team

RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED
The Grant Closeout Memorandum shall be maintained in the CDBG
Administration file.
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Indirect Cost Allocation Plan Approval Process

Policy

HCD staff shall review, approve or deny indirect cost rate proposals
submitted by subrecipients for each CDBG-funded activity for the
purpose of reimbursing indirect administrative expenses for rates
already approved by a federal cognizant agency

In addition to the HCD’s fiscal responsibility to ensure that CDBG funds are used in
accordance with all program requirements, all administrative costs that are charged to
the federally awarded CDBG gram are closely reviewed. Any indirect costs that a
subrecipients request reimbursement for are unallowable unless an indirect cost
allocation plan has been preapproved by the HCD for a specific activity and contract. An
approved indirect cost allocation must be in accordance with the requirements of the
Federal award to which they apply and 2 CFR part 230, Cost Principles for Non-profit
Organization (OMB Circular A-122).

All costs included in the proposal must be properly allocable to Federal awards on the
basis of a beneficial or causal relationship between expenses incurred and the agreements
to which they are allocated. The same costs that have been treated as indirect costs
cannot be claimed as direct costs.
Plan Approval
•Task:

Approve Indirect Cost Allocation Plan

•Timeframe:

Subsequent to Contract approval and execution

•Preparer:

Subrecipient

•Reviewer:

Community Revitalization Specialist

•Approval:

Community Rev. Coordinator, Sr. Fiscal Analyst

•Retention:

CDBG Activity file, Financial file

Prior to implementing an indirect cost allocation plan the subrecipient must make
the request in writing; the Community Revitalization Specialist will then send the
Indirect Cost Allocation disk and worksheet to the subrecipient. Once the completed
estimated plan by the subrecipient has been submitted for review, HCD staff will
review it for completeness and reasonableness and will notify the subrecipient in
writing of its approved indirect cost rate. A final indirect cost allocation plan with actual
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cost rate must be submitted with final billing. An estimated or final indirect cost rate
that exceeds 10% is subject to HCD Director approval.

Forms and Documents

Forms and documents necessary for the implementation, invoicing, and completion of each
program or project will be made available online through the Housing & Community
Development website. The form and documents will be identified in the agreement and will
advise the subrecipient, developer, or contractor of the forms and documents needed and at
what time in the process they shall be provided. These online forms can be found at:
https://www.mesaaz.gov/residents/housing-community-development/onlineforms
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References
•
•
•
•

Community Development Block Grant Regulations - 24 CFR Part 570
Uniform Administrative Requirements (24 CFR Part 84 and 24 CFR Part 85)
OMB Circulars A-87, A-122, A-133
2 CFR 200

Web Links
Basically CDBG
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning/communitydevelopment/training/basical
lycdbg
CPD Performance Measurement Framework
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/housing/mfh/scp/scphome/trackingperformance

eCon Planning Suite: Consolidated Plan & IDIS
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning/about/conplan
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Department of Housing and Community Development
Resources and Useful Contact
General HCD
Information,
Applications &
Forms
HCD Community
Revitalization &
Development
Management Team

HCD Community
Revitalization,
Rehabilitation and
Development Staff
HCD Design &
Construction
Fair Housing
Environmental Review
City Plan Review
MBE/WBE Compliance

Section 3
Compliance
Prevailing
Wage/Davis- Bacon
Low Income Housing
Tax Credits
NSP
CBDO

Director – Open
CDBG Program Manager – Ray Thimesch
HOME Program Manager – Ra’Chel’Ni Mar’Na
Rehab Program Manager – Ra’Chel’Ni Mar’Na
NSP Program Manager - Ray Thimesch
Monitoring & Compliance Manager – Ray
Thimesch

HOME Program Specialist, Maurice Brundidge
CDBG Program Specialist, Deanna Grogan
CDBG Program Specialist, Constance Bachman
Housing Rehab Specialist, Carolyn Dotson
Housing Rehab Specialist, Gary Ray
Ra’Chel’Ni Mar’Na
Ray Thimesch

(480) 644-4546

Ray.Thimesch@mesaaz.gov , (480) 644-4521
Rachelni.Marna@mesaaz.gov , (480) 644-3020

Maurice.Brundidge@mesaaz.gov, (480) 644-2967
Deanna.Grogan@mesaaz.gov, (480) 644-2320
Constance.Bachman@mesaaz.gov, (480) 644-3364
Carolyn.Dotson@mesaaz.gov, (480) 644-2769
Gary.Ray@mesaaz.gov, (480) 644-5597

Rachelni.Marna@mesaaz.gov , (480) 644-3020
Ray.Thimesch@mesaaz.gov, (480) 644-4521

Ray Thimesch
Maurice Brundidge

Ray.Thimesch@mesaaz.gov , (480) 644-4521
Maurice.Brundidge@mesaaz.gov, (480) 644-2967

Ray Thimesch
Ra’Chel’Ni Mar’Na

Ray.Thimesch@mesaaz.gov , (480) 644-4521
Rachelni.Marna@mesaaz.gov , (480) 644-3020

TBA

Ray Thimesch
Constance Bachman
Ra’Chel’Ni Mar’Na
Maurice Brundidge
Ray Thimesch
Ra’Chel’Ni Mar’Na

Ray Thimesch
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CDBG
Subrecipients
CHDO Certification
Homebuyers
Assistance Downpayment & Closing
Cost Assistance
Section 106
Historic Review
City of Mesa
Consolidated Plan

Constance Bachman
Ra’Chel’Ni Mar’Na
Ray Thimesch

Maurice Brundidge
Ray Thimesch

Ray Thimesch
Ra’Chel’Ni Mar’Na
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CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS PROCESS:
What Happens After You’re Selected for Funding?
I.

Purchase Option Assigned to Developer (if City held property)

Orientation to Program Requirements
HCD staff orients developers to design, regulatory & other requirements. Developers meet with
Design Reviewer and other City staff as required regarding:
A.
Environmental Review, Davis-Bacon
B.
Section 3
C. MBE/WBE Solicitation & Utilization
D. Residential Development Design Guidelines
E.
Section 106 Preservation Review
F.
LIHTC Tax Credit Applications
G. Lead Risk Assessment
H. Application & Program Requirements
III. Design/Budget Review & Revision
A. Design Review & Revision
1. Review of Specifications, Drawings, Scope of Work
B. Budget Review & Revision
1. Review construction budget
2. MBE/WBE and Section 3 goals
Please Note: The quality of your drawings, specifications and construction scope of work
greatly determines how long this phase lasts. The more detailed and professional your
plans and the more reasonable your construction budget are, the faster your project will
move through this phase.
IV. Finalization & Closing
A. Developer submits final development budget
B. Contract compliance reviews for MBE/WBE and Section 3 participation goals
C. HCD meets to determine terms of HCD financing and bring project to City’s CCD Board
D. City Council approves at monthly meeting
E. Developer receives a formal HCD commitment letter
F. HCD Staff orders final & legal documents
G. HCD coordinates construction closing(s) for project start
H. Developer submits to HCD all remaining items necessary for project start
I. HCD issues Notice to Proceed
V. Construction & Marketing
A. Developer provides construction schedule to HCD
B. City & HCD monitors and inspects progress, approving draws and change orders as
necessary
C. Developer submits applicable reporting
D. Developer begins marketing unit(s) for rent
E. Construction completed and Certificate of Occupancy issued
F. Project receives full site & lead test clearance
G. HCD performs Final Inspection
II.
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Project Closeout & Occupancy
H. Closeout Checklist: Developer submits final project documentation to HCD program
staff
I. Developer assembles Tenant Income Certifications (TICs): verification &documentation
J. HCD conducts regularly scheduled Asset Management inspections
K. Developer annually submits to HCD project reporting and tenant re-certifications
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REHABILITATION STANDARDS

Introduction
The following document establishes the policies and procedures to be used to implement the
City of Mesa CDBG Homeowner Rehabilitation Program and CDBG construction rehabilitation
activities. CDBG rehabilitation programs are an extremely important component of local
community and HUD national affordable housing goals.
Proper operation of rehabilitation programs depends on many different activities. The
processing flow, from marketing to intake, applicant qualifications and property inspection,
commitment, contracting, on-site work inspections, completion certification and contractor
payment, has significant community impact. Since such a major portion of CDBG funds are
invested in rehabilitation activities, HUD places very high priority on how efficient and
effective grantee performance is in completing the multiple steps in the rehabilitation
process.

These Construction and Rehabilitation Standards shall apply to all housing projects assisted
with CDBG funds. The Construction and Rehabilitation Standards define a standard and code
compliance level for the construction and rehabilitation necessary to correct health, safety
and building code violations to achieve decent, safe and sanitary housing.

All housing constructed or rehabilitated must meet all applicable local codes including
International Existing Building Code and International Property Maintenance Codes,
rehabilitation standards, ordinances and zoning ordinances at the time of the project
completion.

Housing that is rehabilitated under the CDBG program will include HUD’s Green Build
requirements, resiliency repairs or modifications, correction to HQS fail items, correction of
code violations and flood related repairs.

The inspections will identify what the repairs falls under (green build, resiliency, HQS, Code
Violation, or Flood related). All repairs or modifications will use standard-grade materials or
as specified by the Rehabilitation Program specialist in order to improve the longevity and
energy efficiency of the home and reduce maintenance cost to the homeowner.
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

APPLIANCES AND LAYOUT: All qualifying appliances shall be Energy Star rated. Refrigerator
space shall be at least a 39” wide clear opening. Provide and install ice maker hook up at
refrigerator location. Refrigerator shall not be located in a corner. Stove/range shall have a
30” clear space. Dishwasher shall have a 24” clear space. Tile shall be installed under all
appliances including the dishwasher. Shim cabinets to ensure adequate height clearance for
dishwasher installation.

BASEBOARDS/DOOR TRIM INSTALLATION: Use only solid wood baseboards. MDF, particle
board, or plastic is unacceptable and the contractor will be responsible for replacement if any
of these products are used. Baseboards shall be straight, tall base molding, wide flat design, at
least 3 ¼” high with scroll on top. All baseboard splices and door trim corners shall be
mitered with no more than 1/16” gap. All exterior baseboard corners shall be mitered with
no more than a 1/16” gap. Pre-manufactured corner butt blocks are NOT to be used. All
baseboard interior corners shall be coped or mitered with no more than a 1/16” gap. Cut all
joints on-site using matching base. Baseboards shall be installed on top of tile and after
installation of the tile. The gap between the bottom of the baseboard and the tile shall not be
more than 1/8” gap. This gap shall be caulked and re-caulked after 24 hours to fill in
shrinkage of the first caulk application. The tile floor shall be masked with masking tape prior
to caulking to ensure a quality edge/straight line at the vertical to horizontal transition
between the tile and baseboard. After caulking is complete, repaint the baseboard at the
transition to seal the caulking. Remove masking tape after painting to reveal quality
edge/straight line. Exception will be made based on previous contractor experience with
projects done with the City of Mesa.
BIDS: All bids must contain a price at every line item. No “Included in Bid” allowed. No
“$0.00” allowed except at materials line where materials are not used or needed to complete
the work. Any bid submitted with line items blank will automatically be rejected. The MCSD
reserves the right to reject any and all bids.

BUILDING ENVELOPE: Seal all wall, floor and joint penetrations, including gaps between
window frames, door frames and walls, with a sprayed or injected foam product. Properly
install insulation without gaps, voids or compression and in full contact with the interior air
barrier. Attic insulation shall be at least R40 and exterior wall insulation shall be at least R13.

CABINETS: Use only solid wood and plywood (minimum 5-ply) constructed cabinets. Include
furniture grade plywood components, plywood drawer bottoms, solid wood dovetail drawer
box, pre-drilled shelf pin holes, ¾” plywood full depth shelves, soft-close drawer guides with
full extension, and Blum hinges. Provide specs for pre-approval to MCSD. Unless otherwise
noted in the write-up, cabinets to match throughout the residence. Install new cabinets after
painting is completed and before flooring tile is installed. Provide a watertight, galvanized or
stainless steel, brazed or welded, pan under sink and all vanities, with a 1” inch lip. Pan shall
be installed prior to cabinet installing the cabinet and sized to fit the base of the cabinet. All
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cabinets shall have pulls installed, throughout. Upper cabinets shall be 42” tall and bottom of
cabinets shall be installed 4’6” above floor. All cabinets shall match throughout. Shim kitchen
cabinets to ensure adequate height clearance for the installation of the dishwasher.
CARPET: Use only the Carpet and Rug Institute’s Green Label Certified carpet. Installation
and padding to be per manufacturers installation instructions. Provide proof of compliance
to MCSD. Use ½” thick pad with minimum 28 oz. FHA approved carpet. Provide proof to
MCSD.

CERAMIC/PORCELAIN TILE: Use only tiles specifically designed for that application. Tile
shall be at least $1.25/sq. ft. Provide MCSD with proof of cost prior to installation. Tile
patterns must be approved by MCSD before starting installations. Grout joints shall be 1/8”
to 1/4” per MCSD’s choice and shall be medium to dark in color per MCSD choice. All
appliances, including the dishwasher shall be installed on top of tile. Tile shall be installed
under all appliances prior to the appliance installation. Cabinets shall be installed prior to tile
installation. Shim cabinets to ensure adequate height clearance for dishwasher installation.
Use modified thin-set for the installation of all tile.
CONCRETE: Protect all existing and new driveways, sidewalks, patios and all other existing
and new concrete pads from damage and/or staining, oil leaks, etc. Do not put dumpsters in
driveway or on any concrete surface. If any damage occurs during construction, the general
contractor shall be solely responsible to replace, repair or remedy all damage done by subs,
laborers, or any other hired help. All newly poured concrete shall be 2500 psi and a
minimum of 4” in thickness Contractor shall ensure that the ground is adequately compacted
before pouring the concrete.
COUNTERTOPS: Provide and install FHA grade fully formed laminated countertops.
Countertops to be installed by a subcontractor who is a professional countertop
company/contractor unless otherwise specified in the work write-up. Shim cabinets to
ensure adequate height clearance for dishwasher installation. Include all materials and labor
for a complete installation. MCSD to select color. Caulk/seal backsplash to wall with 100%
silicone caulk. Re-caulk 24 hours later to compensate for shrinkage.
COVERS/DEVICES: Do not caulk any electrical device cover including switches, receptacles,
etc. Make sure devices are properly aligned and installed straight prior to installing cover
plates.

DEMOLITION: All demolition shall be completed, and debris removed from site prior to start
of construction to an approved licensed landfill or recycling center.

DRAIN CLEANING/CAMERA: Unless noted otherwise in the scope of work, clean all drain
lines with electric drain cleaning equipment through all fixtures, vents, and cleanouts, before
construction is started and again at the end of construction. Use a color camera to identify
any possible problems before construction is started and at the end of the project
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construction to ensure all connections are complete and secure and the lines are clear of
debris and stoppages. Submit a clear camera recording clearly identifying the home and
showing that all waste and drain lines are clear of obstacles. Camera footage needs to show
that the waste and sewer line is clear to the connection of the street sewer main Call MCSD for
inspector to be onsite while running camera.
DRAIN-WASTE-VENT SYSTEM: Unless otherwise specified, the plumbing drain system shall
be replaced from all fixtures to the city sewer connection including vents through the roof per
City of Mesa Residential Plumbing Code. Include any necessary concrete saw cutting, concrete
removal, excavation and backfill. Mechanically compact dirt, pin new concrete to existing slab
a minimum of 48” on center and re-pour with minimum 2500 psi concrete.
Provide a cleanout at every fixture. Do not close any walls or fill holes before calling for an
inspection and getting approval from MCSD.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM REWIRE: Rewiring will include but is not limited to the removal of all
existing wires, conduits and junction boxes. Install all new wiring, conduits, junction boxes,
doorbell, switches, receptacles, cover plates, light fixtures, and any other related items. Install
a 20 amp dedicated microwave circuit installed as far right as possible in the back of the
cabinet over stove. Provide a 15 amp dedicated refrigerator circuit (shall NOT be GFCI
protected). Provide a stove/range outlet installed within 6” of the finished floor. Provide a 20amp dedicated circuit for the dishwasher and garbage disposal. The garbage disposal shall
have a switched outlet on the wall above the countertop near the kitchen sink. Provide two
20-amp circuits to supply all receptacles for the kitchen countertops (all kitchen countertop
receptacles shall be GFCI protected), dining room, breakfast nook, and pantry. Provide
dedicated 20-amp circuit to serve all bathroom receptacles (bathroom receptacles shall be
GFCI protected). Provide GFCI protection on all exterior receptacles. Provide grounded 15
amp receptacles on all walls (except kitchen, dining room, breakfast nook, and pantry).
Provide switched lights in all rooms. Provide a dedicated 15-amp circuit for a switched
Christmas light receptacle (GFCI protected) at eave of roof or bird block at front of house.
Provide a switch inside the house adjacent to the front door for the exterior Christmas light
receptacle. All required light fixtures. All new light fixtures and ceiling fans shall be Energy
Star rated, be a minimum 2 bulb fixture, and all light bulbs shall be of the light-emitting diode
(led) bulb type. All fans and lights shall work separately with the use of a separate wall
switch for the fan and light. The fan switch shall be a 3-speed wall switch. All light fixtures
and fans shall be controlled by wall switches (pull strings or photocells are not allowed as the
only means to operate the lights and fans).

EXHAUST DUCTS: Install a rectangle duct to attic, ½” minimum from back of the cabinet in
two sections. First lower section of the rectangular duct is to be 10 1/8” width x 3 3/8” depth
x 8” high where connecting to hood/microwave exhaust (lower section), not secured to the
cabinet or duct penetrating through top of cabinet into the attic (upper section). Lower
section is to be moveable and slide a minimum 4”- 6” above bottom of cabinet for easy
installation of the hood/microwave. Upper section rectangular duct to overlap lower section
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a minimum of 4” and continue through the upper cabinet into the attic where transition to
round pipe may be used. All transitions from rectangular duct to round pipe are to be located
in the attic and NOT inside the kitchen cabinet. Duct shall be centered in the cabinet. Cut
opening in bottom of cabinet to accommodate duct. Over cut, if necessary, the sides by ¼” all
around to allow connection to exhaust from hood/microwave. Make sure to use only metallic
tape, specifically designed for that use, on all hood/microwave exhaust ducts. No duct tape
allowed.

EXAUST FANS: Provide and install a new 80 CFM exhaust fan vented to the outside on a
separate wall switch unless noted in the work write-up. Use a minimum of 4” metal vent
piping and use only metallic tape specifically designed for that use. Include everything needed
for a complete installation and proper operation.

EXTERIOR DOORS: All exterior doors are to be pre-hung, raised panel fiberglass door unless
otherwise specified in the write-up. Include thumb turn deadbolt, entry lockset, weatherstripping, threshold, sweep, as needed for a complete installation and proper operation.
Install interior and exterior trim including caulk and seal for a complete installation.

All exterior doors to be keyed alike with smart re-key technology locks having a minimum
ANSI Grade I (Best). All door hardware, including hinges, to be a brushed nickel finish. Install
deadbolt and latch per City of Mesa Safety Ordinance (SEE SAFETY ORDINANCE
SPECIFICATION). All exterior doors to swing into residence whenever possible. If doors
swing out, use security hinges. Jamb extensions shall be installed on opposite side of swing.
Door reveals at the top and latch side of the door in relation to the door jamb shall be uniform
with no variation in the reveal by more than1/16”. The width of the reveal shall not be
greater than 3/16” and no less than 1/8”. The door shall be installed plumb with the jamb.
The door reveal between the door stop and the door shall not vary more than 1/8” over the
height of the door. If exterior door is to receive a security door, ensure that all doors have
adequate blocking between the door jamb and the trimmer to ensure bolts for securing the
security door have full depth penetration into the wood to ensure proper holding strength.
The outside door trim shall not be the only means to secure the security door. Fill gap
between rough framing and door jamb with an expandable spray foam product. The use of
expandable foam shall not warp the doors to the point where they do not open or close
properly or disfigure the jambs of the door. Contractor is to take every precaution necessary
to protect doors after installation including but not limited to covering the threshold.
EXTERIOR PAINT: Remove all nails, brackets, obsolete wires and piping, cables, antenna,
satellite dishes, and all other unused or obsolete items from walls, fascia, trim, eaves, soffits,
etc. and repair affected areas as needed before painting. Power wash, scrape, sand, and wire
brush all surfaces to smooth condition. Caulk, fill, sand and prepare all surfaces. Prime all
surfaces with a good quality primer, per manufacturer’s specifications, and paint all surfaces
with a good quality 100% acrylic-latex mildew resistant exterior paint, per manufacturer’s
specifications. Paint fascia, window sills, faux shutters, and all posts the same color as the
trim. Provide primer paint specifications to MCSD prior to painting.
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FASCIA BOARDS: Fascia to be replaced with proper size J grade select wood fascia boards
unless otherwise noted. Miter cut all corners and splices. Gaps in mitered cuts shall not be
greater than 1/8”. Use 16d galvanized nails to attach fascia to rafter tails. All joints shall be
caulked and painted to ensure adequate weather protection.

FIRE SPRINKLERS: Fire suppression system to be installed in entire structure with concealed
heads except where pendent heads are required. Include all necessary engineering,
drawings, permits, and fees. All work shall meet all existing codes for a residential system
(NFPA 13D). Include all materials and labor needed for a complete installation and proper
operation. Check with City of Mesa to see if a separate or new meter is needed and/or new
separate water service from tap to new meter is needed, or existing meter and water service
are large enough to accommodate fire sprinkler system. If upgrade is needed, include
complete replacement and all associated costs and fees in your bid. If the line from the street
water main to the water meter is not adequate, contact MCSD and MCSD will look into having
the City upgrade the line.
FIXTURES/HARDWARE FINISHES: Unless otherwise noted in the write-up all (interior and
exterior) light fixtures, all plumbing fixtures including but not limited to faucets, spouts,
shower arms, T&P holders, towel bars, etc., and all hardware, including but not limited to
door stops, hinges, locks, deadbolts, cabinet pulls etc., and all ceiling fans shall have a brushed
nickel finish and match throughout the house. Ceiling fans shall be a minimum of 52” unless
with light otherwise specified. All fans and lights shall work separately with the use of a
dedicated wall switch for the fan and light.
The fan switch shall be a 3-speed wall switch. Provide a spec sheet for all fixtures and
hardware for pre-approval to MCSD.

GENERAL GROUNDS: Properly grade property as needed to provide drainage away from the
structure and prevent ponding. Bring in new dirt or remove dirt, if needed.

GREEN BUILDING: Contractor shall incorporate to the greatest extent feasible, energyefficient construction techniques and products, environmentally-preferable materials and
building practices, water-efficient products and processes, renewable energy options, waste
reduction and recycling during construction process, and smart growth and sustainable land
development practices.

HVAC: Unless otherwise noted in the write-up all units shall be energy efficient, split unit
systems of at least 16 S.E.E.R. Air handler shall be installed in the attic with a variable speed
blower motor (not multi-speed), and condensing unit with disconnect behind fence on a new
concrete pad, unless otherwise specified. Include a complete insulated new supply and
insulated return air duct system. Contractor is to provide MCSD with heat load calculations,
including but not limited to, Manual J, S, and D calculations for approval prior to the start of
construction. Condensate line shall drain into a tail piece of lavatory drain and secondary to
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terminate in a conspicuous location such as above a window or door. Thermostat shall be
digital and programmable. Check and balance air supply. HVAC system to have a minimum
10-year compressor, 5 year parts, and 5 year labor (transferrable) warranty. If specs ask for
roof mounted unit, make sure to route condensate line through the roof and empty into a tail
piece of lavatory drain.
ICE MAKER HOOK UPS: Provide and install a water line in wall with valve box at the
refrigerator opening to accommodate an icemaker on all projects unless otherwise noted in
the write-up.

INSULATION: Provide and install batt insulation or spray foam insulation at all exterior wall
framing. Use R-13 for 2”x 4” walls, R-19 for 2”x 6” walls and Urethane spray foam at all furred
block locations. Install insulation without gaps, voids or compression and in full contact with
the interior air barrier. Seal all wall and ceiling penetrations, including but not limited to
gaps between window frames, door frames, and walls, with a sprayed or injected foam
product. The use of expandable foam shall not warp the windows or doors to the point where
they do not open or close properly or disfigure the jambs of the door or window. Attic
insulation to be blown in up to R40 with insulation baffles at all vented bird blocks. Call
MCSD for inspection before installing drywall.
INTERIOR DOORS: Door reveals at the top and latch side of the door in relation to the door
jamb shall be uniform with no variation in the reveal by more than1/16”. The width of the
reveal shall not be greater than 3/16” and no less than 1/8”. The door shall be installed
plumb with the jamb. The door reveal between the door stop and the door shall not vary
more than 1/8” over the height of the door. NOTE: Gap between rough framing and door jamb
to be a maximum of ¾”.
INTERIOR PAINT: Properly prepare all interior surfaces throughout. Caulk, prime, and paint
all interior surfaces with good quality mildew resistant interior paint, including doors, trim,
closets, pantry, etc. with interior acrylic eggshell enamel paint, per manufacturer’s
specifications. Provide primer and paint specifications to MCSD for approval before
proceeding with painting.

Attention: Make sure there will be no paint residue on hinges, door stops, cabinets, electrical
devices and cover plates, air supply and return grilles, and door handles. Paint entire interior
of house prior to the installation of door knobs, cabinets, electrical devices and cover plates,
air supply and return grilles, etc. Remove hinges from doors before painting and re-install
upon completion.

KITCHEN SINK/FIXTURE: Provide materials and labor to install double compartment
stainless steel self-rimming sink. Include a new brushed nickel single lever pullout spray head
w/9” spout, aerating low flow w/touch button to convert to powerful spray faucet, new trap,
2-part waste, supply lines, ¼ turn brass angle stops with chrome metal escutcheon plates
(sized properly) around all pipes penetrating the cabinets, metal braided supply lines, and a
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separate ¼ turn brass dual outlet angle stop for the hot water supply to the dishwasher and
sink. Provide cap for the outlet to the dishwasher. Sink shall be installed per manufacturer’s
specifications and clamped on all sides including the front and back. Caulk and seal around
the perimeter of the sink with 100% silicone caulk prior to, not after, setting the sink for a
better seal to countertop. Excess caulking is to be removed from fixtures and countertops.
Basket strainer and disposal sink spud shall be centered in drain openings and set with
plumber’s putty. Angle stops and chrome escutcheon plates to be installed after cabinet
installation.

MAIL BOXES: All single-family homes shall have a new, lockable mail box installed unless
otherwise noted. Style and location of mail boxes shall be approved in writing by the local
postmaster and have the Post Master General’s seal of approval. If attached to house, install
4’ above ground on a readily accessible route. If mounted on post, use either a 4’X4’ wooden
post or a 2” diameter pipe in a minimum 18” deep posthole filled with concrete. Properly
install address numbers as per COM Building Safety requirements.
MATERIALS: All materials used shall be new and of good quality. Use termite resistant
materials in areas known to be infested.

MEDIA PANEL: Media panel to be metal with removable access cover and be in an accessible
location. Run one CAT 5 wire for phone line and one RG6 coax cable from media panel to
each bedroom, the living room, and kitchen to terminate in an approved wall outlet box. Run
two CAT 5 wires and two RG 6 coax cables from media panel and to penetrate exterior wall
near exterior utility entrance location to terminate inside a weather proof box.
MICROWAVE CIRCUIT: Provide a 20-amp dedicated microwave circuit in cabinet over stove
on all homes being rewired unless otherwise noted in write-up. Receptacle shall be located
on the back wall to far-right side of the cabinet to prevent being block by stove exhaust duct.

PERFORMANCE: All work shall be completed within 90 business days from Notice to Proceed
or as noted in the contract. Provide a construction schedule before “Notice to Proceed” is
issued. If the contractor is delayed in performing the work under this agreement by
circumstances beyond his/her control, the contract may be extended by the same amount of
time as was caused by the delay. The contractor shall request the extension and reason for
delay in writing. The MCSD shall approve or deny such request within three (3) business
days. If contractor fails to complete the work within the contract time, the contract may be
“Terminated for Default”.
ROOFING: Use Energy Star-compliant and high-emissive roofing unless otherwise stated in
the write-up. Inspect all sheathing for any weakness or deterioration and call MCSD for
inspection before covering sheathing. Provide all new #15 pound felt paper, roof vents, jacks,
1-1/2” X1-1/2” drip edge and flashings and paint to match roofing material. Weave shingles
at all valleys. Make sure to remove all unneeded, unwanted, obsolete, or soon to be obsolete
penetrations and repair sheathing as needed prior to installing new roof.
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SAFETY ORDINANCE: All work shall meet the City of Mesa Safety Ordinance as follows:
All dwelling units shall conform to the following minimum-security requirements: (4244,
4636)

1. All main or front-entry doors shall be arranged so that the occupant has a view of the area
immediately outside the door without opening the door. Such view may be provided by a
door viewer having a field of view of not less than one hundred eighty (180) degrees or
through windows. (4244)
2. All exterior swinging doors shall be of solid core or metal skin construction, including the
non-glazed portion of exterior glass insert doors. (4244)

3. Open spaces between trimmers and wood exterior doorjambs shall be solid shimmed,
extending not less than six inches (6") above and below the deadbolt strike plate. Deadbolt
strike plates for exterior door locks shall be attached to wood jambs with not less than two
(2) No. 8 by two-inch (2") screws or when attached to metal jambs, shall be attached with not
less than two (2) No. 8 machine screws. (4244)
4. Exterior doors with hinge pins exposed on the outside shall use non-removable pin hinges
or standard pin hinges with the pins modified to prevent the removal of the door from the
exterior. (4244)

5. All exterior sliding doors shall be constructed and installed so as to prohibit the raising,
sliding, or removal of the sliding section from the track while in the closed and locked
position. The stationary
section shall not be removable from the outside. Such sliding doors shall be provided with an
auxiliary or additional locking device operable from the inside without the use of a key or
special knowledge or effort. (4244)

6. All exterior swinging doors and doors from a dwelling to an attached garage shall be
equipped with a deadbolt lock. Such deadbolt locks shall: (4244)
(a) Have a minimum one-inch (1") bolt throw and receiving strike-plate hole one-quarter inch
(1/4") deeper than the projected bolt throw, and (4244)
(b) Have a wrench-resistant collar, and (4244)
(c) Have fasteners which thread into the cylinder body. (4244)
Deadbolt locks installed on the front or main-entry door shall be key operated from the
exterior and operable from the inside without the use of a key.
(4244) Exterior windows shall be constructed and installed so as to prohibit raising, sliding,
or removal of the moving section while in the closed and locked position.
A passive window panel shall have weather-stripped molding or glazing bead which is not
easily removed from the outside to prevent removal of the window glass. (4244)
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7. All garage doors not equipped with a power-operated mechanism shall be equipped with at
least two (2) locking devices of the following types: (4244)
(a) Throw bolt or flush bolt; (4244)
(b) Cylinder-type lock; (4244)
(c) Padlock and hasp; (4244)
(d) Electrical-power-operated mechanism with automatic locking device. (4244)
(e) All garage doors shall be capable of being unlocked and operable from inside the garage
without the use of electrical power.
(f) Access doors to attic space shall be located in the interior of the dwelling unit or within a
secured enclosed room or garage, provided that if no interior location is available, a metal
access door secured with a steel hasp and a heavy-duty lock may be located on the exterior.
(4244)
R325.2. The requirements of this Section are not intended to prevent the use of any device,
hardware, or method of construction not specifically prescribed when such alternate device,
hardware, or method of construction provides equivalent security, subject to the approval of
the Building Safety Director. (4244, 4636)
SEWER LINE: Sewer lines to be 4” ABS with glued joints per manufacturers specifications.
Provide a two-way cleanout accessible through landscape boxes or metal access covers if
located in concrete sidewalk or driveway and set at grade level. Perform a water test on all
new sewer line installations. Call MCSD for inspector to be onsite while performing test.
Mechanically compact backfill of sewer in 12” lifts.
SHELVING: Shall be bullnose MDF or particular board material at closets, laundry, and all
areas shelving is required unless otherwise stated in the “Scope of Work”.

SMOKE DETECTORS: Install UL approved, ceiling mounted smoke detectors, permanently
wired into a receptacle with a battery back-up, in all sleeping rooms, hall, and living room. All
smoke detectors must be interconnected.
All smoke detectors must meet the following requirements:
a.
120 VAC (60Hz)
g. Automatic reset
b.
UL Standard 217
h. Power on indicator, red LED
c.
Dual ionization chambers
i. 5-year limited warranty
d.
100% Solid State
j. 10% to 85% relative humidity
e.
Horn level, 8/5 decibels at 10’
k. Approved by the National Fire
f.
Temperature range 40 to 100 degrees
Protection Agency (NFPA)
STUCCO: Remove all loose, scaling, peeling or cracking surface materials, nails, brackets,
obsolete wires and piping, cables and all other unused or obsolete items from all affected
surfaces and repair as needed before stuccoing. Do not stucco over, or imbed in stucco any
wires, pipes, hook ups, a/c lines, cables, spigots, or any other wall penetrations. Do not apply
stucco to posts or beams.
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SUNSCREENS: Screens shall block at least 80% of the sun’s heat and glare. Attach sunscreens
to window frames using commercial grade barrel clips or commercial grade Velcro strips. If
Velcro strips are used, two Velcro strips shall be installed at each corner. Sunscreen frames
shall be same color as window frames, grain shall all be installed in same direction, and no
corner blocks are to be installed on the frames. Frames are to be cut and secured properly on
a 45-degree angle miter cut.
TUB/SHOWER SURROUND: 3/8” Cultured marble surround to be installed by a professional
cultured marble company. Install all cultured marble panels over ½” cement board. Panels
shall be one piece extending to the ceiling and a minimum of 3” wider than the receptor and
extending to the floor. Use waterproof adhesive to secure all panels. Caulk all panel edges,
junctions with panels, and junction at tub/shower receptor with a mildew resistant silicone
caulk. Include recessed shampoo/soap shelf, and all materials and labor needed for a
complete and proper installation.

TUB/SHOWER DOOR: Shall be a frameless bypass shower door in matte nickel finish with
clear glass. Glass shall be ¼” thick tempered glass. Shower doors shall be 70-5/16” high and
cover the full width of the opening. Bathtub doors shall be 58 1/16” high and cover the full
width of the opening. Doors are to be fully by-passable and have easy clean curbs open to the
inside of the shower for water to properly drain and for low maintenance. Include all
materials and labor needed for a complete installation and proper operation.
UTILITIES: General contractor shall turn on all utilities in his name and keep them on until
final acceptance including completion of all punch list items. No final inspection will be
conducted without live electric and running water.

WALLS/CEILINGS: Unless otherwise noted in the write-up remove all sheetrock surfaces
throughout including screws and nails used to secure sheetrock. Remove/demo all soffits
and lowered ceilings. Install ½” new sheetrock and provide knock down texture, throughout.
Do not use rounded corners.
WATER CONSERVATION: Toilets shall be 1.28 gallon per flush, showerheads to be 2.0 gpm
water conservation type, and faucets 1.0 gpm low flow aerators.

WATER HEATER: All water heaters shall have a disconnect box installed to the side of the
water heater that is accessible within 65” of the floor and does not require an individual to
reach over the water heater to pull disconnect. Water heater is to be installed in a drip pan. If
copper pipes are present or newly installed, provide a hot to cold bond. Pressure relief valve
and drip pan shall drain to exterior. Pressure relief valve shall terminate directly to the
exterior and not into the drip pan. Elevate water heater as necessary to ensure proper
drainage of drip pan.
WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM: Water distribution system piping below grade shall be type
L copper tubing. Interior above ground piping installations shall be type M copper tubing or
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PEX tubing. Include all new ¼ turn brass angle stops, braided metal fixture supply lines, 1”
brass ball valve at building water supply, 1”x ¾” tee with ¾” brass ball valve for future
irrigation, two (2) exterior hose faucets (front and back of home) with vacuum breakers, ¾inch brass water heater ball valve (on the cold water side), Braided metal water supply
connectors at water heater,

recessed ice maker outlet box, and new washing machine outlet box. Insulate hot water lines
from water heater to all faucets and fixtures. All copper penetrations through concrete or
stucco shall be protected by wrapping the pipe with a minimum 30 mil with 10 mil tape to
extend a minimum of 1’ on either side of the penetration. All joints under concrete including
slabs, patios, and walkways shall be silver soldered. All piping penetrating framing members
shall be protected with safety plates at all locations per plumbing code. Perform an air
pressure test or water test all re-plumbs. Water test to include connection to the city service
meter for a minimum of 24 hours before drywall is installed and continuing through the
completion of the project to identify problems when they occur. Call MCSD for inspection
before covering any water distribution system piping.

WINDOWS/EGRESS: All windows shall be Energy Star Qualified and meet the National
Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC) requirements. In order to be accessible from the interior
of the sleeping room, the emergency escape and rescue opening cannot be more than 44
inches above the floor. The measurement is to be taken from the floor to the bottom of the
clear opening. Therefore, if window is installed in block wall, remove one or more extra
layers of block from below the 44” mark to ensure proper egress. If window is installed in
framed wall, drop opening 4 inches below the 44” mark to ensure proper egress. All
horizontal sliding egress windows shall be at least 4’0” X 4’0” with an operable panel of 2’0” X
4’0” and all single hung egress windows shall be at least 3’0” X 5’0” with an operable panel of
3’0” X 2’6”. Fill gap between rough framing and jambs and sills with an expandable spray
foam product.
The use of expandable foam shall not warp the windows or doors to the point where they do
not open or close properly or disfigure the jambs of the door or window. All windows shall
have grid inserts to match existing if present. Make sure to include new headers or metal
lintels if needed.

WINDOW BLINDS: Blinds shall be 2” Faux Wood vertical blinds. Blind to be a one-piece unit
covering the entire window, properly trimmed, and have no looped pull strings. Blinds are to
be child safe when it opens, closes, and traverses. Furnish all materials and labor needed to
install new blinds.

NOTE: By providing a bid and signing the bid packet for this project, you acknowledge that all
work contained in these specifications will comply with all the general information and
general definitions above, all attachments, as well as all applicable codes. The reference to
some code sections mentioned in these specifications are provided for your convenience only,
and do not constitute the only codes, or code sections that may apply. There may be more
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standards that may apply not mentioned above. Make sure to research all applicable codes,
guidelines and requirements before submitting your bid. Contractor shall hold price quote
for 90 calendar days.

It is the responsibility of the general contractor to make sure that all work in these
specifications meet or exceed these written specifications, all applicable local and national
codes, and all federal guidelines, whichever are more stringent. The contractor is responsible
for the purchase of all permits and/or any other related costs and fees and will hold the price
quote for 90 calendar days from bid due date.
If for any reason the attached scope of work deviates from the above set standards, the most
stringent specification shall prevail.
END DOCUMENT
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